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PREFACE 

W:TH the advent, more than one hundred and fifty 
years ago, of capitalistic methods of production, and 
a free contract system of business enterprise, the gen

eral outlines of modern problems of industrial relations began to 
take form. The problems have changed in respect to significant 
matters of detail, but in broad outline their nature was deter
mined by the form of economic organization that has been in 
process of development for more than a century and a half. 

Industrial relations problems are complex, and clear under
standing is made more difficult by a confusion of prejudices and 
prepossessions with attempts at rational analysis. 

To facilitate analysis and understanding, the Industrial Rela
tions Association of Chicago and the School of Business of the 
University of Chicago conduct an annual conference on industrial 
relations problems. 

Those participating in this, the fourth, conference felt that the 
exchanges of viewpoint and experience helped to widen the indi
vidual horizon and sharpen the perspective on industrial relations 
problems. In the belief that these discussions may be of general 
interest and value they are published as a part of the School of 
Business series "Studies in Business Administration." 

W. H. SPENCEll 

Dea .. o/lite Sclwol 0/ BIISifIess 
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GOVERNMENT POLICY WITH RESPECT TO 
ORGANIZATION AND COLLECTIVE 

BARGAINING 

CHARLES FAHY 

1: policy of the government of the United States with 
respect to organization and oollective bargaining on the 
part of employees is now, of oourse, most ooncisely and 

effectively set forth in the National Labor Relations Act. The 
heart and substance of that statute is section 7, which is very 
brief and as follows: 

Emplo~ shall have the right to self-organizatiOD, to form, join, or ...... 
sist labor organiaations, to bargain collectively through representatives of 
their own choosing, and to engage in concerted activities for the purpose of 
collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection. 

That is the heart of the statute. But this policy set forth in 
those words, which seems currently to have aroused so much 
public interest, is a development of some fifty years of experience 
and experiment, which led inevitably I think, to the embodiment 
of these principles in statutory form. It is interesting now, in re
viewing the long history of organization of employees and 001-
lective bargaining by them, to recall that in 1894 in the city of 
Chicago there was a great strike and that a oommjssion of the 
government which investigated that strike reported upon jt in 
part as follows. I will not mention the name of the oompany. 

The c:omp&DY is hostile to the idea of conferriDg with orpniJoed labor in 
the oettlement of differences arising between it and ita employees. 

Since the strike, withdrawal from the American Rail_y Union is required 
from thooe oeekiD& work. The c:ompany does not recocniJe that labor or
pniations have any place or ..,.,..;ty in (it), wbeIe the company u.s 
...... and rents, and refuses to treat with 1abor organizations. The laborer 
can ........ or quit on the terms olfered; that is the limit of his rights. To join 
a labor OIpIIiation in Older to secure the protection of union apiDst 1rrOII&S, 
r.l or imaainary, is oversteppiDa the limit and arouaes bostiIity. This paoi-

I 



2 PROBLEMS OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

tion secures all the advantage of the concentration of capital, ability, power, 
and control for the company in its labor dealings, and deprives the employees 
of any such advantage or protection as a labor union might afford. 

After stating that policy of the company, the report of the com
mission concluded: "In this respect the company is behind the 
age." 

That was in 1894. If so long ago this powerful company was 
behind the age with respect to such matters, what is to be said 
now of those employers who still adopt the die-hard attitude of 
opposition to the principles set forth in the National Labor Rela
tions Act, because the principles of collective bargaining were the 
same in 1894 as they are now. 

In 1898 there was also conducted by an industrial commission 
established by Congress an investigation of the causes and effects 
of industrial strife. The commission consisted of five members of 
each branch of the national legislature and nine other persons 
appointed from industry and labor. They studied the question 
for three years and examined seven hundred witnesses. It report
ed nearly forty years ago on the principles now contained in the 
National Labor Relations Act as follows: 

The chief advantage which comes from the practice of periodically deter· 
mining the conditions of labor by collective bargaining directly between em
ployers and employees is that thereby each side obtains a better under· 
standing of the o\ctual state of the industry, of the conditions which confront 
the other side, and of the motives which infiuence it. Most strikes and lock
outs would not occur if each party understood ezactly the position of the 
other. Where repm;entatives of employers and employees can meet person
ally together and discuss all the conditions on which the wage scale and the 
conditions of labor ·should be based, a sstisfactory agreement can, in the 
grest majority of instances, be reached. 

Similar conclusions were reached by the United States Anthra
cite Coal Strike CommiS6ion and the United States Commission 
on Industrial Relations authorized by Congress in 1912, a quarter 
of a century ago. 

During the World War, some twenty years ago, under the joint 
chairmanship of former· President Taft and Frank P. Walsh, the 
National War Labor Board included among the regulations ap
plicable to industry during the conduct of that war the right of 
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<-againkanize to bargain collectively through chosen repre
• ~e ~ 'I"/I~d the board promulgated that this right should not 
lie 6 .. "">i " abridged, or interfered with by employers in any man
ner whatsoever. 

There ran along during these years the history of the develop
ment of collective bargaining through legislation applicable to the 
railroad industry, culminating in 1930 in a decision of the Supreme 
Court of the United States known as the Texas and New Orleans 
case, in which that court in the clearest language upheld the right 
of Congress legally to protect labor in the railroad industry in a 
manner very similar to that incorporated for industry generally 
in the National Labor Relations Act. 

The policy of the United States with respect to organization 
and collective bargaining is also set forth, in principles not un
like those contained in this statute, in the Norris-LaGuardia In
junction Statute, referred to by Mr. Stephens, the amendments to 
the Bankruptcy Act of 1934, and in the Act for the Co-ordination 
of Railroad Transportation. 

As far back as 1921, the Supreme Court of the United States, in 
the American Steel Foundries case, asserted that uniQns grew out 
of the necessities of the situation of the individual employee who, 
as the court said, was helpless with respect to his wages or condi
tions of employment unless he could combine with his fellow
employees to strike. The court said that combined action of this 
character had not for many years been held unlawful by any 
court. 

I could go on and on, pointing out the development of the pol
icy of the United States with respect to the right of employees to 
self-organization and collective bargaining. The recognition of 
the inherent justice and the essential character of this right, by 
public commissions who had studied the problem, by Congress 
after Congress, president after president, by industrialists, emn
omists, political parties, and the widespread acceptance of it in 
industry on a voluntary basis, leads us to state without hesitancy 
that it was indeed in no sense remarkable that Congress should 
eventually embody this policy in a statute such as the Natiooal 
Labor Relations Act. The surprising thing is that this had not 
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previously occurred; that is, that legal protection ol.. ~ght to 
seH-organization and collective bargaining by legal'opi'ocesses 
should have been so long delayed in the United States. The right 
to strike had been upheld for so many years that only the diligent 
student could trace the beginning of the legal recognition of this 
right. Yet a strike is a concerted ac.tivity which stops commerce. 
It is not strange, then, that the court should now have upheld the 
right to engage in concerted activities, collective bargaining, de
signed to prevent the stoppage of commerce through the orderly 
procedure of negotiation and conference for the settlement of dif
ferences. 

The National Labor Relations Act is designed to protect the 
right of peaceful concerted activity known as collective bargain
ing, so that strikes due to the denial of this right may be avoided, 
and that strikes due to other causes, such as differences over 
wages and hours and other particular conditions of employment, 
may be subjected to the civilized practice of adjustment by con
ference and negotiation in a bona fide effort to reach agreement 
without the use of costly and, as you know, sometimes deadly 
economic force. 

Because collective bargaining may not be engaged in except 
through representatives freely chosen, the Act protects the right 
of employeesJreely to choose their representatives. This requires, 
necessarily, and the Act provides the means, that interference by 
employers in the right of seH-organization and collective bar
gaining may be prevented. This is done by empowering the board 
to prevent certain listed unfair labor practices which, if engaged 
in, destroy the rights guaranteed by section 7 of the Act. 

I would like to explain the operations of the board in prevent
ing those unfair labor practices. The board has set up through
out the United States twenty-one regional offices in the large in
dustrial centers of the country. A charge may be filed by an em
ployee against the organization in which that employee is engaged 
covering anyone or more of the listed unfair labor practices set 
forth in the Act. Those unfair labor practices are: interference 
with or coercion of employees in their rights of seH-organization; 
domination of or interference with labor organizations; discrimi-
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nation against employees.for union activity; and the refusal of 
employers to bargain collectively with representatives of the em
ployees cbosen by majority vote. 

If sucb a cbarge is filed, a preliminary investigation is made by 
the regional office. Many cases are disposed of at that stage as 
not meritorious or as beyond the jurisdiction of the board. If, 
however, the preliminary investigation indicates a meritorious 
case and one within our jurisdiction, and it is not adjusted, as 
many cases are, a formal complaint is issued, like a suit in a court 
case, advising the employer of the charges in detail. A notice of 
hearing is issued, setting a time and place for a hearing on the 
questions involved in the complaint. There then occurs a trial, 
very similar to a trial in court, before a trial examiner who pre
sides over the hearing, unless the case, as rarely occurs, is heard 
by the board. Testimony is taken; witnesses are examined and 
cross-examined. The company, of course, is represented by coun
sel and engages in the case, just as it does in a case in court. 

On the record thus made, the board considers the facts and 
makes its findings on the facts. If it finds that the facts have not 
proved the case, the case is dismissed. If it finds that the facts 
do sustain the cbarge of the commission of unfair labor practices, 
the facts are so found and the law is applied to the facts found 
based on the record made at this trial, and an appropriate order 
is issued to carry out the purpose of the Act. That is, if there is 
discriminatory discharge, the employer is not only ordered to 
cease and desist so doing but to restore the man discharged to 
employment. If it is a company dominated union, it is not only 
ordered to cease and desist but to do away with the effect by the 
disestablishment of relations with the oompany dominated agent. 
If the question is on refusal to bargain collectively, the company 
is not only ~uired to cease refusing but to bargain collectively 
with the duly cbosen representatives. If the employer thinks the 
board has made a mistake, nothing happens to the employer. 
There is no fine or penalty provided in the Act. He may take the 
case into the Circuit Court of Appeals in the United States. The 
whole record is then filed with one of the circuit courts of appeals 
of the United States, and, until that court approves the findings 
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of the board and the board's application of the law to the facts, 
the order of the board is unenforceable. 

I assert that is as fair and as reasonable a method of procedure 
to protect what the Supreme Court has characterized in its re
cent decisions as the fundamental and essential rights of employ
ees as any procedure devised under any statute ever enacted in 
the United States for the protection of the rights of anyone. The 
Supreme Court expressly passed upon these procedure provisions 
and upheld them. 

There is another function of the board, distinct from the unfair 
labor practice phase of its work, which we call the function of de
termining controversies concerning representation of employees. 
Of course, there can be no collective bargaining unless through 
representatives. As you men in business know, there is often con
troversy among the men as to who represents them. A petition 
may be filed with the board by employees or employee organiza
tions for the determination and solution of that question. Those 
proceedings are not proceedings against the employer. The em
ployer is made a party and may participate in them. Really, they 
are proceedings among the employees to aid in the determination 
of a controversy among them as to who, if anyone, is the repre
sentative of the employees. 

Heafings are held in those cases for the purpose of determining 
whether or not there is a controversy, whether or not the case is 
one within the jurisdiction of the board under the commerce 
clause of the Constitution, and who, if anyone, represents the 
men in the appropriate bargaining unit. 

All those cases require, necessarily, the determination of what is 
the appropriate bargaining unit. The question of the appropri
ateness of the bargaining unit goes to the question of the eligibil
ity of those who are to participate in the selection of the repre
sentatives. Often, it occurs that one or the other union in the 
appropriate bargaining unit, as found by the board, has a major
ity and so proves in the hearing. Certification of that fact is then 
made. If, however, the question of whether or not either has a 
majority is left in doubt, the board is authorized under the statute 
to direct an election by secret ballot, as it often does. If, as a Ie-
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suit of that election, a majority vote is for a certain union, of 
course that union is certified as the bargaining agency. If a ma
jority is not obtained, there Is no certification. When I say "ma
jority," I do not mean a majority of all those who are eligible to 
vote. We have held, and we believe the Supreme Court in the 
.Virginia Railway case, which came up under the Railway Labor 
Act and was decided just about two weeks before our cases were 
decided, has laid down the principles which sustain the conduct 
of the board with respect to the determination of majorities. We 
hold, speaking generally, that, where there is an election at which 
all employees in the appropriate unit have an opportunity to 
vote, if a majority of those who participate in the election select 
representatives, those representatives become the exclusive rep
resentatives of all in the unit, on the same theory of the election 
of public officials, that those not participating but having an op
portunity to do so are presumed to be wi1ling to abide by the re
sult of an election in which those who do participate select by 
majority vote their representatives. 

One of the questions which has interested a great many business 
men and .which has been the subject of some decisions by the 
board already is, "What constitutes collective bargaining?" It 
is a difficult question to answer generally, but I should like to read 
to you excerpts from several decisions of the board already ren
dered on that subject. In the Sands Manufacturing case, which 
has not yet been passed upon by the court, the board in its deci
sion stated: 

It is bardJy noceosary to state that from the duty of the employer to 
barpin coUectively with his employees there does not 80 .. any duty on the 
put of the employer to accede to demands of employees. However, before 
tha obliaation to barpin coUectively is fulfil1ed, a forthright, candid diort 
must be made by the employer to reacb a settlement of the disputes with his 
employees. Every avenue and poooibility of ..... tiation must be sbausted 
before it should be admitted that an irTeoonciIabIe cliJference aatiDg a dead
lock has been _cbed. Of murae, no geaeral rule .. to the JII'OC'"!IS of c:oI
lective barpiDinrl ..... be made to apply to all ........ The JII'OC'"!IS requiftd 
varies with the c:in:ums_ in escb c:ue, .... t the effort at mIlective ....... 
aaininI must be real and DOt monIy appuent. 
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In another case the board said: "The officials of the respond
ent"-that is, the company in that case-"did not approach the 
negotiations with an open mind, nor did they make a reasonable 
effort to reach a common ground of agreement. The respondent 
has taken the position that it is obligated merely to meet with the 
representatives of its employees and discuss grievances with them 
as it would with individual employees." The board held that that 
did not constitute collective bargaining within the meaning of 
this Act. 

I will conclude shortly, but there are one or two general ob
servations I will make before opening myself to your tum at me 
through any questions you might ask. 

The decisions of the Supreme Court, as most of you know
probably all of you know-gave the board a very wide scope of 
jurisdiction in the application of this Act. So it is true now that 
most employers in the United States engaged in business to any 
substantial. extent in interstate commerce are subject to the Na
tional Labor Relations Act. The court passed not only on those 
jurisdictional questions but also all other questions that could be 
raised under the Act, except decisions in particular cases as to 
what constitutes collective bargaining. I mean, it upheld the 
Act against all kinds of attacks which had been made against it on 
constit\1tional grounds, so that the Act now is very fully effective 
all over the United States in the predominant part of American 
industry, which leads us to say that it is time to quit quarreling 
with the National Labor Relations Act. 

From the review of the history of the development of collective 
bargaining which I have briefly gone over, and the action of Con
gress and the Executive in this particular statute, and the Su
preme Court, it is useless further to endeavor to obstruct the right 
of employees to collective bargaining and self-organization. A 
statute so basically right-when I say "basically right," I am 
backed up by all the experience we have had through public com
missions and in Ulat part of industry which has voluntarily ac
cepted these principles long before this Act was passed, by experi
ence with the railroad industry, and by the Supreme Court in its 
characterization of these rights as fundamental and essential a 
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statute of that kind, the goal of which is industrial peace under 
civilized conditions affording protection to certain essential rights 
-a.nnot successfully be evaded long and cannot be thwarted. 

I think most business men in the United States realize that 
and are conforming their relations with their employees to those 
principles. It is true, however, that there remains in some parts 
of industry a subtle and sometimes drastic effort to break down 
the statute in its application to the employees of particular indus
tries and plants. I am confident that this effort will fail, and I am 
confident that this statute will, even in those (what we might 
call) die-hard branches of industry, eventually become fullyeffec
tive. 

I should like, in conclusion, to give you some idea of the ex
tent of the work of the board. Up until October I (the latest 
statistics which I have available), there were a total of 8,592 cases 
bandled by the board. Of that number, 5,300, considerably more 
than half, have been closed, leaving now 3,200 cases pending. Of 
the 5,300 closed, 3,100 were closed by agreement of both parties, 
805 were dismissed by the board and the regional directors before 
any formal proceedings were initiated, 1,100 were withdrawn by 
the parties filing them with the board, largely on the advice of 
the regional directors, and 12 I were closed in other manners. 

Among the 8,000 cases bandled by the board, there were 1,014 
strike cases involving more than 200,000 workers, and 413 threat
ened strikes. Of the 1,000 strike cases, 77 I were settled by board 
action, and 400 threatened strikes were averted through board 
action. 

It remains true, notwithstanding the difficult period of indus
trial relations during the last year, and even the last six months, 
that as soon as this Act was firmly established and we had an 
opportunity, under the deluge of Dew work resulting from the 
Supreme Court decision, to reorganize on a basis to cope with the 
volume of work, that there has been a steady decline in the Dum

ber of strike cases. I do DOt attribute all of that, of course, to this 
Act, but it is true that employees generally throughout the United 
States are IDOre and _ ftSOrting to the proa!dure of this Act 
to obtain the rights guaranteed by it rather than ftSOl1ing to the 
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old weapon of economic struggle which led to such costly strikes 
in the past. The goal of the Act is the obtaining of industrial peace. 

I am particularly glad to have been with you today, especially 
in the environs of a university. I think it is a good thing for all of 
us to get away from the struggle and strain of business and of 
government, and in the relative quiet of the environment of a 
university, such as the great University of Chicago, to try to con
fer calmly on the matters which affect us in our individual busi
nesses and in our work, whatever it may be. You men have a 
wonderful opportunity. We, in administering this Act, want your 
co-operation in making it effective. The Act truly has as its goal 
industrial peace, and largely in the hands of such men as you lies 
the solution of whether or not this Act will gain as large a measure 
of industrial peace as has been hoped for it. I think it will, but 
it does look very greatly to men such as you to further the Act, 
to cease even thinking of it in your own minds as wrong, and cer
tainly to cease, if you do, thinking of it as temporary. 

The Act is so inherently just in its essential basic provisions 
that, having at long last become the embodiment in statutory 
form of principles which have long developed, I think it may very 
definitely be said that there shall be no retrogression or going back 
to the old days of industrial strife over the matters now protected 
by this Act: 

DISCUSSION 

CaURVA,H Sn:Pm:Hs: Thank you very much, Mr. Fahy, I am sure we 
have profited by your CIOmments. Mr. Fahy has &IIIIOUDCed be will be glad 
to respond to questious DOW for a brid space of time. Are there any qu .... 
tious? 

QuEsTION: Mr. Fahy, what do you regard as legitimate union activities 
witbin a plant? What may employees do, and what may they DOt do? 

ML F AllY: Bdore I begin answeriug questions, may I say I want my 
a.uswers to be treated entirely 011 the remrd and informal. You _, the board 
decides cases on the basis of hearings and the remrds made in bearings, and 
after bearing both sides of the question, and it is therefore the policy of the 
board DOt to attempt to decide cases in advance and embarrua people by 
a.uswers to questious either through mrrespontience or in ouch CIOnferenas 
as this wben, later on, the same thing might be involved in the board pro
c:eediDg and, on mature CIOusideration, a different CIOndusion reached. 
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With thILt reservILtion, &nd ,simply aa IL method of being aa infol'llllLtive 
&nd helpful aa possible, I willlLDSwer the questions. 

I should ... y there must he one guiding principle aa far aa the employer is 
concerned. I underst&nd your question aa directed to employer a.ctivities 
with respect to unions within a pllLDt. 

Q1lItSTION: Employees. 
Ma. F ABY: You mOILD such things aa soliciting members? 
QUEmoN: That is right. 
MIl. FABY: I think the employer has the right, by rules &nd regulations, 

to regu\&te those matters within the pllLDt. If he doesn't set up rules and 
regulILtions, he must simply let the employees do the things they WILDt to do 
without discriminating in favor ol one organization as ILgO.inst &nother. I 
think the employer haa a very l&rge power in regu\&ting all such a.ctivities 
within his plILDt if he wants to, without discrimination as between organiza
tions. 

For example, we hILve referred in certain cases, in alnnection with other 
circurnst&nces, to the fact that one union is given access to the bulletin board 
and the other not, aa evidence of a alnnection with other facts in the case of 
discrimination in favor of one union as against &nother; remembering al
ways, aa I am sure you appreciate, that what the employer does with respect 
to employees, because of his tremendously superior eoonomic power over the 
individual employees, haa a very l&rge influence on the individual. That is 
the reason we are 80 careful and the Act is 80 careful in restraining employers 
in anything which they do with respect to ae\f-organiational rights. The 
employer simply must let employees alone in that respect, provided of alurae 
he always haa a right, without such discrimination, to make appropriate 
rules and regulations in the alnduct of his business in the plant. 

Q1lItSTION: A contract signed by one of the A.F. of L. atIiliates is decl&red 
void. Do you call an election to decide whether or not they should be valid, 
or do you decl&re them invalid previous to election? 

MIl. FABY: That, &8 you probably know, is the case which has been given 
C>lIsiderable prominence in the press, in which the board has held invalid a 
contract made with a l&bor organiation. 

Here is the situation that baa arisen in Wch cases as that, &8 a result of 
which the board baa taken that a.ction. I am not "P""king of the particular 
case because I don't want to almment this morning on that particular deci
sion, hut I will answer the question, I am sure. 

An employer may not choose the union for the men. That is destrnctive 
of the whole philosophy of this Act. The whole principle of the Act is that the 
employees must choose theU tepresentatives. "''ben! an employer makes a 
contract with an OQIUIiation which does not bave a majority 0( the ....... 
and coerca employees into that IIQIUIiation, that contract is void DOW. A 
contract is valid only if it is consistent with law. 
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Many contracts are invalid for many reasons aside from this Act. A con
tract which is made in violation of this Act is, ips. facio, void. These con
tracts sometimes made by employers, where the employees in the union with 
which the contract is made are in the minority; and the employer coerces the 
men into that organization because it is the organization which the employer 
chooses, simply cannot be permitted under the statute. Regrettable as it 
is to have to strike down contracts, there is no alternative for the board, if it 
administers this law, but to strike down contracts resulting from employer 
coercion in violation of this statute. 

QuEsTION: May I ask just what is meant by minority in this case? Does 
that mean a minority of those who had an opportunity to vote, or does it 
mean of all the employees? 

MR. F AHY: It means a minority at the time the contract was made
which is a fact to be ascertained-of the employees in the unit covered by the 
contract. A closed-shop contract, of course, is valid under the statute if valid 
under the law of the state where made, if made with a majority, and a union 
not assisted in such a manner as to constitute an unfair labor practice under 
other provisions of the statute. 

QUESTION: If that minority of today becomes the majority in ninety days 
clearly of their own accord, what happens? 

MR. FAHY: They go back and get a contract, if the employer will give it 
to them. 

QUESTION: If an election was voted in the plant, how long does the tenure 
of that election hold? 

MR. FAHY: That is a difficult question to answer, and a very important 
question. We are anxious not to administer this Act in such a way as to dis
courage contracts, and the board will not let the men shift their allegiance 
every day, eVery week, or every month. When an election is held and the 
majority have selected representatives and they have been certified, that 
should hold for a considerable period of time. I think of it as a year. I don't 
mean by that, that that is a rule. It woold vary with the circumstances. 
But we have often refused to hold elections, after we have previously held 
elections, because we didn't feel a sufficient lapse of time had occurred within 
which the men should upset the situation which resulted from the first elec
tion. We have also held, even where we did permit another election while a 
contract was still in emtence, that although we permitted the change of rep
resentatives the new representatives must take the contract as they found it, 
under the facts of that particular case. The thing about these contracts which 
causes so much criticism of the board is: An: these contracts resulting from 
unfair labor practices? If they are, and the matter comes before us, there is 
no alternative but to say it is wid; it is against the policy of this statute; it is 
against public policy. 

The men must be free in the making of their contracts and in the aelectioo 
of their representatives. I am not "P"'king of a particular case. The qu .... 
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tions involved in those cases, ",hether right or wrong, will have to he deter
mined by tho courts. The principle on which the board acts, and surely you 
must agree that we are right, is thl\.t contracts made as a result of UDfair labor 
practices are made in violation of the statute and accordingly are void. 

QUESTION: What determines a unit and what determines eligibility? 
Mil. FAHY: It is hard to generalize about units because of the variety of 

differences in different plants in American industry. Each of those unit ques
tions must be decided on the facts in the particular case. You can generalize 
to a certain extent. There are certain general principles which the hoard uses 
as a guide in determining the appropriate unit. One general principle is that 
In any form of organiation we will not throw into the unit with the general 
run of the employees, employees in a supervisory capacity, whose interests 
are more closely aligned with the employer. That is an old doctrine of union
ism. 

Another general principle is that there must he correlation of work, a mu
tual interest, a community of interest in similar problems. 

Another general principle is, whether or not there is an exchange of work 
hetween employees in various departments. 

That throws light on tho question of appropriateness of the unit. The 
variations in tho circumstances that come up before the hoard are almost as 
groat as tho variations in circumstances of American industry, so each of 
those cases must he decided on the facts of the case, having in mind that the 
appropriate unit really means a unit which can best effectuate collective 
bargaining in the plant. 

QUESTION: There was considerable discussion about tho form of one of the 
haUots in one of the early controversies, where there were several organiza
tions involved and the haUot read merely, ''Do you wish to be represented 
hy So-and-so," with • "Yes" and "No," meaning only one organization. 
Has there been any more standardiled procedure adopted? 

MIL FAHY: We still use that same form of haUot where there is only one 
organization claiming the majority. The question there is merely to deter
mine whether or not that organialion has. majority. In other cases, where 
there are two organizations each of which claims the majority, we have al
ways put both organizations on the haUot, and now we have added a third 
place on the haUot so that the employees may vote not only for the "A" or
pniation, if they desire it, or the "B" organizatioD, if they desire it, but for 
neither. 

QUEsnoN: I just would like to ask wbat reasoub\e __ could an em
ployv take to determine whether or not • union was n:pn:sentstive of a 
majority of his employees? 

MIL F AllY: U the emp\oyv is not satisfied with the evidence preomted 
by the union, and in I"O'l faith ~ts it and isn't simply otalIinc OIl his ..... 
ligation to baIpin, tell the union to ... to the reciona1 diJector ...... in Chi
c:aao and &tart a JII"'O'*'inl to set a cortific:ation. 
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QUEsnON: If a man is ordered to pay back pay, I understand it is the 
policy of the board to take into consideration any earnings he has had dur
ing,the time he was of!, including W.P.A., but I understand cases have arisen, 
where a man has heen on direct relief, where they refuse to consider the cash 
value of the direct relief he is receiving. 

MR. FAlIY: That is true. We don't think the employer may shift to the 
government his obligation under this Act to pay the employee whom he threw 
in the street in violation of the law. 

QuEsnON: I would like to ask Mr. Fahy one question. This summer I 
came into contact with a rather unusual situation. I was out in an airplane 
factory in California for several weeks, and incidentally. I found conditions 
the cleanest, the safest, and the most satisfactory I have seen anywhere, with 
the finest spirit among the employees. Every day at noon there was a truck 
or an automobile with a loud speaker. These fellows were talking out there. 
One day a preacher, who had never been inside the plant, was telling them 
how horrible conditions are. 

A friend of mine, who had been a former student hut who now happens 
to be vice-president and general manager of this factory, said, "Now you get 
an idea of what sort or people we are." He said, "They are competing among 
themselves to see who is going to be able to represent them. About six months 
ago a bunch of fellows in another plant about twenty mi1es away from here 
came up and slugged our employees as they were entering and, as a result of 
that, we have been hailed before the Lsbor Board. They have postponed ac
tion until next spring." 

Meanwhile, this larger company bought the little company, from which 
the sluggers had come. That company failed because ten airplanes they built 
for the government were found by inspection to have been subject to sabo
tage. Apparently the employees at that plant were anarchists-there were 
ouly a few hundred of them--.nd they sailed out on their expedition .rrera 
practicing sabotage and ruining their own company. 

I said to him, "Has this crowd decided on someone to represent your em
ployees?" 

He said, "At the present time most of our employees are very much against 
it, but they are not organizing. We can't do anything about it. We have 
posted a notice saying that we would keep hands off, and it was up to them 
to do as they please." 

Supposing that organization poDs 7 per cent and another 6 per cent, and 
so on, of all the votes. How about it, do they get the right? 

MR. FAlIY: They must have a majority. 
QUEsnON: Majority of all the employees? 
MR, F AllY: Majority of all who vote. 
QuEsnON: Suppose the majority are hot union men at all, what then? 
MlL FAllY: They vote "No." 
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QUESTION: Who represents them? 
Mil. FABY: No one, until somebody does get a majority. 
QUESTION: Then there is nothing doing? . 
MR. F ABY: That is the situation. Of course this other business of sabo-

tage"and so forth, is a matter for the local police and state Isw. They C8J1IIot 
get representation under this Act unless they have a majority of those who 
vote in the election. If there is an election held, and the other employees are 
not sufficiently interested to go out and vote either "Yes" or ''No,'' for one 
or the other, they will be bound by the result of their election if any substan
tial number of employees participate. In one election we held, there weren't 
enough employees.who participated to convince the board that the employees 
were interested in collective bargaining, so they didn't even certify the ones 
who won. But that is a very rare situation. 

QUESTION: Mr. Fahy, what may an employer do to determine whether 
an organiaation has a majority or not? 

Mil. FABY: He may ask the union representatives to prove it to him by 
the submission of membership cards or the roll of the union. The union is 
not always willing to do that. If he is not convinced by the evidence which 
the union itself i. willing to give to the employer to convince him, then your 
recourse is to tell the union, if you really are in good faith about it, and you 
don't think they represent the men, to go to the Labor Board and let the 
Labor Board ascertain the facts, if necessary, under our representation pro
cedure. 

QUESTION: The signed cards would not he sufficient evidence? 
Mil. F ABY: I think they are. 
QUESTION: Unless they represent paid-up memberahip? 
Mil. FABY: We consider sigoed cards as very strong evidence of the de

sire of those who sigoed the cards to have the union represented. That is 
• what the union is for. 

ClI.wtMAN SnPJWIS: Mr. Fahy, we are I8ain deeply grateful to you, and 
I am lure everyone here appreciates the frankness with which Mr. Fahy has 
answered these questions and will oboerve the natural courtesies toward those 
remub. 



TRENDS IN TRADE-UNION ORGANIZATION 
STRUCTURES AND FUNCTIONS 

CARROLL R. DAUGHERTY 

I AM quite sure, with regard to specific unions at least, that 
a lot of you have just as much if not a great deal more ex
perience than I have. However, I shall try to give you a 

general summary picture of the way unions are organized and the 
way they operate. 

This old friend of ours, the man from Mars, if he should come 
here to study the labor scene, would look on it pretty objectively. 
He would not bve much interest in either the management side 
or the labor side, I dare say, and he would be in much the same 
position we would be in if we went, say, to Hungary and watched 
a couple of soccer football games between a couple of teams about 
which we knew nothing. 

Mter looking at the situation for some months, I think one of 
his main conclusions would be that labor organizations are pretty 
much the same as other business organizations; that is, they 
operate under the present economic system according to the rules 
of that game. They are organized to sell a commodity, labor 
energy. They absorb much the same attitudes and adopt much 
the same practices that other business men and business organi
zations do, and, in order to effect the sale of this labor commodity, 
they organize themselves in certain structural forms and adopt 
certain tactics and certain policies. This observer would note, 
also, that, as the economic scene changes and as the market condi
tions change, these labor organizations are often forced, like other 
business organizations, to change their structural makeups and 
to change their tactics and policies. 

He would nevertheless note, I am sure, certain significant differ
ences between this sort of business organization known as unions 
and other business organizations. He would note that the thing 
they sell is not an jnanjmat;e thing, Dot a thing that can be stored; 

16 
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it is a transitory thing, ~bor energy, and that makes some differ
ence in the methods used for selling it. He would note, also, that 
the effort to sell labor energy collectively is a little different from 
the sale of commodities, in that the production and sale of com
modities in general leads to creation of income; it produces the 
entire income of the country, whereas the labor-selling job has 
more to do with the partition or share of that income. 

He would note also, I think, another significant difference be
tween the sales activities of these business organizations called 
unions and other business organizations, in that not all people, 
not even all workers that have this labor energy, are convinced 
that it is a good thing to market it co-operatively, to build up 
these organizations with certain structures and certain functions; 
that there are certain other business organizations, certain other 
business people who are not convinced that it is good to market 
this thing co-operatively. 

With that background we can, I think,look a little more clear
ly at the way unions are set up and at the things they do. 

In the first place, there are about 165 national or international 
labor organizations in America. When we say "international," 
we mean they have locals in Canada-no connections in South 
America or even Mexico, necessarily, or in Europe. There are 
about 165 of them, and, of the 165, about 100 are connected with 
the American Federation of Labor, which has for fifty years been 
our official labor movement and federation. About 32-or-SO are 
connected with the Committee for Industrial Organization, the 
C.I.O. The remainder are bona fide independent labor groups, 
like the "Big Four" railway brotherhoods, and the postal-clerlt 
organizations in the non-Washington government service. 

The total membership of these organizations is a little difficult 
to calculate. We really don't know how many union members 
there are. We have to accept the report of the American Federa
tion of Labor, which is based on the per capita taxes paid in by 
the member unions to the American Federation of Labor. It may 
be expedient sometimes for the member-unions to overstate their 
membership in order to have 'VOting strength in the A.F. of L. 
It may be expedient at times for them to understate theirmember-
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ship. If we accept the American Federation of Labor's claim for 
membership at the present time, it will be about 3.7 millions or 
3.8 millions. If we accept the C.I.O. claim for membership, it 
will perhaps be the same, maybe a little higher, although we 
recognize perhaps that signed cards, application pledge cards in 
the offices of the C.I.O. unions, don't always mean dues-paying 
membership. Then there are about 600,000 union members in 
these outside independent labor organizations, neither affiliated 
with the A.F. of L. nor the C.I.O., making, if you please-<lo your 
own arithmetic-maybe six million, maybe seven million, maybe 
eight million union workers in this country; at any rate, a larger 
number than ever before in the history of the labor movement, 
both from the standpoint of absolute numbers and from the 
standpoint of proportion of workers organized. 

In what fields of industry are these unions? Before the N.R.A., 
75 per cent or more of the American Federation of Labor's mem
bership was made up of railway employees, building-trades em
ployees, clothing and printing industry employees. They formed 
the bulk of the membership. It is much more widely distributed 
now, since the N.R.A. and under the New Deal, with the coming 
of the C.I.O. The American Federation of Labor exceeds the 
C.I.O. in membership, I think-things change very rapidly, of 
course-in bllilding construction, in railway employees, and in 
personal service. In those fields the American Federation of La
bor has more members than the C.I.O. The C.I.O. is strong in 
the heavy industries, in the raw-material industries. Although 
agricultural employees aren't organized to any great extent, the 
C.I.O. does exceed the A.F. of L. there. The C.I.O. is very strong 
in the extraction of other raw materials such as minerals. The 
C.I.O. has the keystone of the whole industrial arch, the iron and 
steel industry, fairly well organized as well as other durable goods 
industries. The C.I.O. exceeds the A.F. of L. very substantially 
in membership in the manufacturing industries. 

The independent unions, as I have indicated, are strongest in 
the railway field, particularly in train operation, with the railway 
brotherhoods, and in government service. Their memberships in 
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these fields exceeds even that of the American Federation of 
Labor. 

If we look at some of the structural aspects of unionism, we 
come first to this matter of form, the way they are bnilt up. The 
form of unions may be described under a number of heads. 

There is, first, the craft or the amalgamated craft union, which 
is made up of employees who have a common bond of pattern of 
skill, a shoulder-to-shoulder feeling that they get from having 
gone through a similar course of apprenticeship or experience in 
learning the trade. That is the craft union. The amalgamated 
craft union is simply a merger or combination of two or more of 
these, like the bricklayers, masons, and plasterers; the plumbers 
and steamfitters; the International Association of Machinists. 
The craft unions are a little hard to find, although the eight print
ing-trades unions are good examples. The other main form, known 
as the industrial union, is sometimes called the vertical union. I 
am not sure I should call the craft unions horizontal and the in
dustrial unions vertical because some craft unions are confined to 
one industry and because, although vertical in one sense, an indus
trial union like the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin 
Workers is horizontal from the standpoint that it organizes work
ers only in one stage of the vertical production process of steel
making. 

The industrial union, unlike the craft or amalgamated craft 
union, accepts all the semiskjlled and skilled to membership. It 
has a much broader base for its membership. There are numerous 
arguments between the proponents for each of these forms of or
ganization. 

The main one in fawr of the craft organization I have already 
given you, in that they have this common bond of feeling. They 
have a great feeling of craft solidarity, having gone through that 
training together and having learned the same skills and learned 
this general pattern of thinking about their work, whereas it is 
said the industrial union is made up of polyglot membership, sa 
and race difierences, with wide difierences in skill. You can't 
hold them together. There is not the same feeling of COIJUDOIl, 

toIlective action. 
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On the other band, unionists say that the craft unions lead to 
jurisdictional disputes as modem industry develops, and the tech
nology blurs the sharp lines of distinction that used to exist be
tween the crafts. The crafts naturally claim as much work for 
themselves as possible, so they come into sharp conflict. That 
discredits the entire labor movement, it is said, because it causes 
a lot of inconvenience and expense to the employer as well as to 
the public and other unions. Of course, that argument doesn't 
have much weight in the present C.I.O.-A.F. of L. controversy 
because the C.I.O. doesn't claim the building industries should 
be industrially unionized, and the building industry is the chief 
place in which the craft sort of jurisdictional dispute arises. 

At any rate, it is said that this development of modem tech
nology and machine production in the mass-production industries 
of steel, rubber, and autos necessitates the industrial form; that 
if you have large numbers of employees split up in crafts, the em
ployer will play one union against the other; there will not be that 
united coterminous front for dealing with the employer, and the 
employer will have agreements ending at different times in the 
year with the various craft unions, if there are such, and the em
ployer would therefore be able to coerce and best anyone of the 
craft constituent unions in an economic struggle. 

It is also 'said, of course, that the members of the different craft 
unions sometimes "scab" on one another, to use the labor phrase; 
thus, the locomotive firemen, even if they have no particular 
quarrel with the railroads, have sometimes run locomotives. It 
is said, furthermore, that the real reason the craft unionists don't 
want to become industrially unionized is because each set of offi
cers has its own interests and hates to give up its nice white-collar 
jobs and its nice salaries because, naturally, in a merger of unions 
there would be savings effected in the overhead of running the 
various, formerly separate unions. So the arguments go. 

The main point at issue, however, is, ''Which form is economi
cally better for selling this commodity on more equal terms with 
the employer?" That is the main question. 

This dispute between the American Federation of Labor and 
the C.I.O., some people say, is due mainly to a clash of personal-
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ities, to bitter struggles among the leaders of the important un
ions in the A.F. of L. for power within the American Federation 
of Labor. Who is going to boss the American labor movement, in 
short? There is a lot of truth in that, particularly after a physical 
combat such as Mr. Hutchison and Mr. Lewis engaged in a cou
ple of years ago at Atlantic City. Other people think it is only 
this craft industrial dispute; that if that thing could be settled, 
the trouble would disappear. 

In my opinion, however-it is not original, of course-the 
. main issue between the two groups is, which is the best way, and 
who is going to do it, of organizing the unorganized workers and 
getting them into the AmeriC8J1labor movement? 

The C.I.O. has some horizontal, more or less amalgamated, 
craft unions in it-such as the Federation of Architects, Engi
neers, Chemists, and Technicians-that run from industry to 
industry. These are not industrial unions. The American Federa
tion of Labor has adopted the industrial union form-it has al
ways had a certain number of such unions-m much of its new 
organizing work. That is. it is going into the industrial field more 
fully in its fight with the C.I.O. The carpenters have Class B 
membership for industrial union workers in the lumber-products 
fields; the electricians. for electrical equipment companies, like 
Westinghouse and General Electric, have Oass B membership 
and are organizing industrially. So I doubt that the oontroversy 
is so much craft versus industrial unions. The main thing is. 
"Who is going to organize the unorganized workers, and is it g0-

ing to be done?" 
After N.R.A .• when the organiAtion of unorganized workers 

was greatly stimulated by government enoouragement, Mr. 
Lewis. Mr. Hillman. and Mr. Dubinsky (to use the language they 
would use) went to town and built their membership to unprec
edented peaks. Although there were certain gains among the 
craft unions. those gains in no way approached the gains made by 
the other people. So it was only natul'll that the persons who had 
organiaed. and who happened to be industrially minded. should 
have become impatient with the lack of success, lack of activity 
in organiaing among these more conservative aaft unions. 
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So the issue grew more and more, became sharper, and finally 
came out in the open in the formation of the Committee for In
dustrial Organization in November, 1935, a committee that was 
originally formed to organize within the American Federation of 
Labor. Sensing perhaps that this was a desire to oust some of the 
American Federation of Labor leaders, the Federation gradually 
moved for suspension, which it accomplished. 

At any rate, let us leave that point at this time and pass on to 
the next topic of structural manifestation of unionism. 

I think it is desirable for us to look a little bit at the internal 
makeup of one of these national or international unions, whether 
they belong to the C.I.O., the A.F. of L., or not. 

The typical national union has a national headquarters, and 
the national organization is the main thing about the operation of 
the union. The national organization is the most important thing. 
That wasn't always so. It used to be that the national part of the 
organization was simply a small clearing-house, and that the 
local was the important thing. The local is still relatively impor
tant in some industries where the markets are local; but, where the 
markets for the products which labor helps make or the markets 
for labor itself are national, you have the development of central
ized power within these unions. That is not a development pe
culiar to unions. That is what has been happening as a result of 
modem technology and changing market conditions among cor
porations and other business organizations. That is what has 
been happening among other business organizations-a>ncentra
tion of control, centralization of power in a national office. That 
is what has been happening in government also, centralization 
of power and concentration of control in the federal government, 
gradual encroachment on so-called state's rights. The same thing 
happened to unions. As the markets widened, there was a cen
tralization of power in the hands of the national officers. 

The national officers, of course, keep their power. It is neces
sary for the memberS to grant them their power, but they keep it 
in a number of ways. They have control over the funds of the 
organization, as a rule, and they may give or withhold the pay
ment of strike benefits and other benefits. They have the power" 
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to suspend local units between conventions, and they are able
taking a leaf out of other organization books-to build up a politi
cal machine often by giving gifts of petty political preferment,like 
trips to conventions with expenses, to henchmen in the various 
local and district organizations, which enables them to have their 
way with regard to re-election and with regard to the measures on 
which the convention passes. 

The local unit of the national organization charges dues which 
may be very high, or may be very modest. As a rule, it is the 
craft unions whose dues are highest, and the industrial unions 
whose dues are relatively low. They keep all the money they get 
in, except a required per capita payment on each member which 
they must send to the national offices. They also set initiation 
fees, although in some cases that is made standard by the national 
offices, and fines and special assessments are collected through the 
local offices. Their books are often audited by representatives of 
the national office, but sometimes they are not. Sometimes the 
accounting is very loose, and sometimes it is as good as you fin.d 
in any ordinary business organization. The national accounts are 
better taken care of, as a rule. Sometimes they are very sloppy, 
but in the larger organizations their reports are as full and com
plete and as meaningful as you find in reports of corporations to 
outsiders. Maybe that is not very high praise, since corporations 
don't like competitors to know what is happening inside, and 
labor organizations don't like competitors or employers to know 
what is happening inside of them as business organizations. But 
that is the way the finances are handled. The national organiza
tion sometimes sets the fees, the dues; sometimes not. At any 
rate, it takes a slice of them in the fann of these per capita tues 
and may sometimes on their own motion and sometimes neces
sarily after approval by the membership, make special assess
ments, just as the United Mine Workers assessed their members 
for money to launch the organization drive in the iron and steel 
industry, 

The local union may be thought of as a sort of government with 
legislative functions performed by the mass meeting, which may 
meet in a seoond-floor loft or may meet, in a large city like this, in 
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a labor temple, in very nice surroundings. There, the members 
pass on the various proposals brought up from the floor, referred 
from committees, or brought up by the officers for consideration 
of the members. 

The executive and judicial functions are performed in the local 
by the officers. In the olden days the officers worked at their 
trades and received small stipends in addition from the unions 
for doing night work on union affairs, but, as the locals got larger, 
it was found very desirable in many cases to have the officers 
full time. So the officers left the bench and became full-time em
ployees in charge of union affairs. At that point, of course, you 
had the danger, often realized, of what happens to a man when he 
gets a white-collar job and gets away from the bench and from 
the machine, getting out of touch sometimes with the workers' 
problems, liking his new job, with expenses often, nice cigars and 
cars, and looking at a lot of measures that come up only from his 
own angle-how will this affect my job as president, or secretary? 
-not looking at it from the standpoint of whether it helps the 
membership, but whether it affects his own job favorably or un
favorably. 

It would be a mistake to think that all labor union leaders are 
like that. It would be a mistake, decidedly, to think that labor 
unions are a.ny different in that respect from any other officers of 
other organizations. They are part of the general business scene. 

In the service trades and building trades the necessity for a full
time officer is readily apparent, somebody to take up the workers' 
grievances with the employer, somebody to collect dues and keep 
the books, sometimes ·to levy fines and assessments and collect 
them. These business agents, because of the nature of the work, 
because of the nature of their control over the workers, may de
velop into autocrats, and may develop into crooked autocrats or 
~acketeers. They may have alliances with underworld characters. 
They may be allied with gangsters, or the gangsters may come in 
and take over the thing whether the union officers want them to 
or not. At any rate, the business agent, say, in the building indus
try has power over the employer in that his union is perhaps work
ing only two or three weeks on the building, and the contractor 
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has to get the building done according to his agreement. So the 
business agent holds very strategic power over the employer. He 
can call a strike or not, as he pleases; and, if he does call a strike, 
the employer forfeits his bond perhaps on the contract. Rather 
than have that happen, the contractor will hand out a little 
"dough" to the business agent, charge it up to strike insurance, 
and you and I pay for it. There is a great temptation there for 
the union leader to take advantage of that sort of thing. Some
times investigating commissions in this city and New York have 
discovered such things and have caused some of these leaders to 
be sent to jail. 

The business agent, on the other hand, sometimes bas control 
over the members of the union; by having the power to give or 
withhold jobs, he can sometimes make them "kick back" part 
of the high wages which he gets them by coercing the employer. 
That is to say, the business agent is the employment agent, and, 
if he wants them to work and they agree to do what he says, they 
work; if he doesn't want them to work, because they don't agree 
with what he wants them to do, they don't work. Rather than 
fight that sort of thing or rather than get bounced out of the 
union meeting by strong-armed men of the business agent, they 
give in. 

It would be a mistake, I repeat again, to think that most union 
officers yield to these temptations. I am sure in my own mind 
that, if an objective study were made of defalcations of union 
funds and of this sort of racketeering just mentioned, one would 
find no more of it in union business organizations than one would 
find in banks and other organizations. Power and money together 
provide the temptation. A lot of us are led to helieve that eJ:

tortion and corruption are the common, ordinary state of affairs 
within unions, but I doubt very much that this is so. 

The district or state organization of a national union is not 
very important. It is a combination of locals to meet a certain 
lIfOuP of economic conditions; thus, in the United Mine Workers' 
organization, District No. I I in Illinois was organiaed among the 
locals of that region in order to deal with common problems that 
face the locals in that area. There is only as much power as is 
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necessary there, and only as much money as is necessary there. 
The important units are the locals and the national organizations. 
As I have indicated, the national organization is constantly en
croaching on the autonomy and freedom of the locals. 

You can think of the work of the national organization under 
the same head that you. thought of the locals. There is, first, the 
legislative function which is carried on by conventions. Some
times the .conventions are held every year and sometimes every 
two years, and sometimes not until the national officers feel like 
it. The carpenters, I believe, didn't meet in national conven
tion from 1929 to 1937. At any rate, the convention transacts 
the laws for the union; there are reports of committees, and all 
that sort of thing, just as there are in our legislatures. 

Another legislative function, sometimes found in certain unions 
is the referendum; that is, certain measures must be referred to 
the membership by mail for their opinion, and the votes counted. 
For example, that was done in the Newspaper Guild when they 
decided whether or not to approve the convention's action for 
affiliation with the C.I.O. Those are the two wayB---$llIletimes 
there is a combination of the tWir-in which laws are passed by the 
national unions. 

National officers are intrusted with executive and judicial 
functions between the legislative sessions, and that is where their 
power becomes very evident. They have the power, as I have 
said, to suspend and to withhold benefits. That is very effective 
in bringing locals into line and presenting a national, collective, 
united front. 

All of these things are, as I have said, susceptible of abuse, and 
perhaps it is to be wondered at that there hasn't been more abuse 
of this power and of this money control that comes to the natinnal 
officers. But this centralization is an econoInic necessity. How
ever much we xnay dislike centralization of power in the federal 
government or in large corporations where there is a separation 
of ownership and control, it is a response to modem econoInic 
market conditions, and there is nothing much to do about it, 
except to set up safeguards wherever possible. 

Before we leave this question of structure, let me just outline 
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the problems of structure that remain in the American labor 
movement before we can have real stabilization and consolida
tion of industrial peace. 

There is the problem of the C.I.O. and A.F. of L. split, which 
I think will be settled eventuallY-500n we hope-if enough pres
sure is brought to bea.r on both sides. If it isn't and they do 
break off and go their own ways, it will possibly mean the destruc
tion of one and the coming into power of the other group. It all 
depends on which is better adapted to modem conditions of sell
ing and marketing this product of labor. Not all depends on that, 
of course. There are leadership and other tactics in there, but in 
the long run the determining factor will be an economic one. 

Another problem is the responsibility of union leadership, re
sponsibility to the employers with whom they deal-that is, the 
observance of contr&.cts-6nd responsibility to the membership 
which makes up the union. There must be, of course, develop
ment in the thinking of union leaders so that they will observe 
their contracts with employers. I think, however, it would be 
difficult to show that there is any less observance, any less sense of 
responsibility among union leaders as a whole in that respect than 
there is among other business organizations. There are some 
stupid union business men and there are some smart ones, and you 
find that sort of thing in other business organizations as well. 
After things have been given time in which to crystallize and con
solidate, I am sure that responsibility will come with power, and 
I don't think there is any need to legislate for it. I don't think a 
law requiring the inCOlpOration of unions would make a whole lot 
of difference with regard to responsibility, or that amendment of 
the Wagner Labor Relations Act would, in itself, bring more re
sponsibility. To me, responsibility is something that has to come 
from within, has to grow within one in one's attitudes, and it 
can't be legislated into one any more than teetotalism could be 
legislated into one by the Eighteenth Amendment. You had to 
figure out for yourself whether it was a bad thing to bend the el
bow, or not a bad thing, it didn't make much difference what the 
law said. I feel the same way about union leaders' responsibilities 
to employers. 
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With regard to responsibility to their own members, you have 
a very nice question there, because democracy essentially is in
efficient. It all depends on how much compromise we are going 
to make with inefficiency, and how much democracy we can stand. 
Autocracy and despotism, of course, get things done. We want 
none of that. We do have to compromise between despotism and 
anarchism. So I hope ultimately that unions and union leaders 
will give every opportunity to the rank and file for the determina
tion of policies, and then that the rank and file will become good 
enough, seasoned enough, union members to be self-di;ciplined 
and follow those policies which they help determine. That is 
about as ideal a setup in any organization as you can find, self
determination of policies and self-discipline. That will have to 
wait for two or three years, of course. 

We have these labor receiverships, the S.W.O.C., the P.W.O.C. 
in the petroleum field, and the T.W.O.C. in the textile field, and 
as yet the people who have been brought into those unions are 
not real union people. They don't know unionism the way the 
old machinists and other union members know it, and there is a 
terrifically important problem of workmen's education to be done 
there. After it is done, then we hope there will be this self~ 
cipline and this self-determination of policy. 

Turning to the functional aspects of unionism, the thing that 
strikes one at once is that practically all the unions in this country, 
and the majority of the members within the unions, accept the 
present economic system and try to get the most out of it; that is 
to say, they are not class conscious, they are not revolutionary. 
They don't want to do away with the system of selling and buy
ing labor that we have. They are satisfied with the wage system. 
They don't want to substitute some other system in place of this 
market system for the selling and buying of labor. They don't 
want to take all the income. They simply want a larger share of 
the income as it is produced under the economic system. So we 
say they are not class conscious; they are job conscious. Being 
job conscious, they concentrate on immediate things, and they 
want higher wages, shorter hours, improved conditions of work, 
including seniority, grievance settlement, and that sort of thing. 
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So now we are talking about the way they operate in their bar
gaining, their dealing with the employer, their selling of this com
modity, labor. 

There are three main kinds of policies that are distinguishable 
among these business unions: First, an economic group of policies; 
second, a welfare group of policies; third, a legislative-political 
group of policies. But they all concentrate-although there are 
other elements in them-on the control of the supply of labor and 
have something to do with the price and conditions of this labor. 

The economic policies we usually talk about are policies with 
regard to restriction of output, for example, and restriction of 
membership, limitation of apprenticeship, the closed shop, and 
so on. All those policies try to promote labor, collective solidarity 
in a given craft or industry, and control of the supply of the com
modity. In certain industries, where economic conditions make 
it possible, unions, like the building-trades unions, will limit the 
supply, will insist on a closed shop, and will keep workers out of 
the unions, in order to limit the supply, by high membership dues, 
high initiation fees, and that sort of thing. They can do it becauSe 
machinery as yet has not taken away their skill or their strategic 
positions. That is a business proposition, isn't it? There are lots 
of manufacturers who, where the market permits them, also try 
to limit the supply of their products in order to get higher unit 
prices-for example, companies in the steel and cement industries 
perhaps, among others. 

In certain other industries business men just can't limit or 
control supply-in bituminous coal, cotton garments, men's 
clothing, and others. where competition is severe. They don't 
need such a large investment in plant and equipment, and there 
are a lot of producers rather than a small number of producers 
with an enormous investment in each company wbich needs to be 
protected. 

In the second kind of industry you can't have the semi
monopolistic condition, and that is true of a lot of unions. Some 
unions can get away with monopolistic control of labor supply as 
business propositions; they restrict membership and insist on a 
closed shop and a closed union. But the industrial unions couldn't 
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think of getting away with that because the market conditions 
won't allow it, any more than the business men in those industries 
I have mentioned can get away with it. 

Industrial unions in the mass-production industries make every 
effort to get everybody in by low initiation fees, relatively low 
dues, and co-operative approach to employers' problems rather 
than a restrictive approach. After an employer recognizes a un
ion, unless the union is revolutionary, the union feels a certain 
identity of interest with the employer, in that, if the employer's 
business doesn't function, there will be no wages or jobs at all for 
the union members. So the Steel Workers' Union will be co-opera
tive with steel employers with regard to certain ways of handling 
unemployment problems arising out of the introduction of strip 
mills. 

You find that sort of co-operation among certain unions of that 
type. Such unions will often take wage cuts when it seems de
sirable, as the Hosiery Workers did during the depression in order 
to help the employers along, because the market conditions in 
those industries demand it. 

The welfare policies of unions are based on a certain amount 
of brotherly, common feeling among workers; there is a lot of 
altruism in the weHare policies, just as in the welfare policies of 
business, bu.t mainly they are economic, just as I believe in many 
employers' cases they were economic. When unions pay unem
ployment benefits or death benefits, and build up funds for the 
payment of sick benefits, and all that sort of thing, such as homes 
for their aged members, there is altruism and humanitarianism 
in them but, fundamentally, it is a member-holding program. If 
you hold the members, you present a united front to tile employer, 
you sell your labor energy under a condition of controlling the 
supply. Some unions have worked that out to a very high degree. 

The AmaIgamated Clothing Workers fill the lives of their mem
bers so full that there is nothing left for any other agency to do; 
there are housing developments, banking, community health cen
ters, low-cost medical and dental care, summer camps, workers' 
education, labor temples where they can hear concerts and lee-
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tures and amuse themselves, and recreate themselves in other 
ways. There is no' phase of the workers' lives in a welfare sense 
that they don't take care of. They are smart, these union leaders, 
and their measures are psychologically sound because they know 
it will mean more in connection with selling labor. 

The third main function that I mentioned was the legislative 
political function. It is obvious that unions are coming to depend 
more and more on government. It used to be that the only kinds 
of legislation workers wanted were two: First,legislation restrain
ing the competition of certain substandard groups of workers, 
like women, children, immigrants, and prison laborers which they 
couldn't organize very well themselves in union economic fashion; 
they therefore asked the government to limit the labor of those 
substandard groups and take them 011 the labor market as com
petitors for jobs. They have always been for that kind of legisla.
tion. 

In the second place, unions have always espoused laws which 
would keep employers or employers' allies, like courts, local gov
ernment officials, or state government officials, from preventing 
unions and union people from organizing and trying to sell their 
labor co-operative1y and collectively. 

Those are the two kinds of laws that unions have always been 
for. 

Recently, of course, there is a third kind of legislation in gov
ernment interference which they have been for, and that is social 
security legislation. For a long while they didn't want that be
cause they felt that, if the government gave them old age pen
sions and unemployment benefits, there would be one less reason 
for workers belonging to unions; that it would be a factor which 
would detract from the attractiveness of unions. But the obvious 
inadequacy of the union benefit funds during & prolonged and 
deep depression, such as we had from 1929 to 1933, caused the 
American Federation of Labor and other unions to change their 
minds about government provision of social security. 

So those three kinds of legislation are DOW wOrked for by unions. 
But the aim fundamentally is to help them in the sale of their 
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labor and in improving their conditions as business organizations. 
Welfare may playa part, of course, as in the union's own welfare, 
but fundamentally it is a business proposition. 

In conclusion, one can't help but see that unions have spent a 
disproportionate amOl1l1t of their time in trying to get other work
ers and other business organi2ations including employers to agree 
with them that they ought to sell labor energy collectively, market 
it co-operatively. Instead of having time to demonstrate to the 
community at large and to these other business organizations 
that they were good business propositions themselves, and honest 
and responsible, they have always been, thus far, a minority, a 
more or less unaccepted movement, except in certain industries, 
like railway, printing, newspaper publishing, and a few others. 
Any organi2ation that has to fight for existence in that fashion is 
bound to be secretive, is bound to make some of the mistakes we 
commonly associate with organi2ed labor. 

So in ending this brief, sketchy summary of the way unions 
operate, I think I should say that the prospects for labor peace 
depend on a lot of things we can name, but fundamentally the 
big, important issue is whether or not management and employers 
and these other business organi2ations will agree that labor ought 
to sell its product collectively and co-operatively. That is to say, 
take away ~ployers' opposition, and unions will have time to 
concentrate on the things that make them valuable organi2ed 
parts of the community. 
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CYRUS S. CHING 

I 
VERY much regret seeing this conference drop from its high 
plane down to hearing an ordinary person connected with in
dustry talk, but I am going to take the time allotted to me 

to make a few observations as I see them on the state of the na
tion; not on collective bargaining primarily, but I may say some
thing about that incidentally. 

The steel industry has recently become respectable, due to the 
leadership of John Stephens. The rubber industry is probably 
not yet respectable, so if I use some ordinary rubber-plant lan
guage in my discourse, I hope you will forgive me. 

My first observation is that as Americans we are in too damned 
much of a hurry. We want to get everything settled in fifteen 
minutes. That goes for industry, organized labor, and govern
ment. You get all the answers, and we are going to settle the thing 
and get it over with in a hurry, and get doing something else. We 
even get so far in advance of the trend of the times, sometimes, 
that we hurt ourselves. 

That reminds me of a story I heard the other day of a fellow 
who woke up, looked himself over, and found his both arms, his 
head, and both legs wrapped up in bandages. He looked through 
a sort of mist and said, "Where am I?" 

The fellow said, "You are in the Roosevelt Hospital." 
He said, "Where are my clothes?" 
"In the closet." 
He said, "You go to my coat pocket and you will find a card 

there with Jack Smith's name on it and his telephone number. 
Call him up and tell him to come over here." 

His friend arrived, and he said, "How did I get here?" 
He said, "I don't know." 
"What happened? Tell me." 
His friend said, "You remember last night when we started out, 

we went to the Waldorf Bar and had four Manhattans?" 
33 
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"Yes, I remember that." 
"Then we went to Ed Wright's and had three high baIls." 
"Yes, I remember that." 
"Then we went down to the Yale Club." 
He said, "I don't just remember that." 
His friend said, "I will tell you from there on. After that, we 

went to my apartment in Central Park, West. You know it is on 
the twenty-fourth floor. The first thing you did was to throw 
open the window, and you said, 'I am going to dive out this win
dow, fly around the house, and come back in the window again.' " 

He said, "For God's sake, why didn't you stop me?" 
His friend replied, "Stop you? I bet a fellow twenty bucks you 

could make it." 
So some people, in their fantastic ideas, are encouraged by 

others. 
Another observation I would like to make is that I am suffi

ciently old-fashioned to believe that people engaged in business 
and industry occasionally tell the truth, even when they are speak
ing to the public. We have reached a situation, however, where 
when industry makes a statement it is immediately branded prop
aganda, but if someone else makes a statement, what he says is 
considered fact. So, from here on, I shall probably address my
self to the industrialists in the audience and tell them what is 
wrong with them, and why we happen to be in this hapless posi
tion where nobody believes us, and the popular thing is to attack 
business and industry. 

It seems to me that over a period of years industry has done a 
pretty good job in serving the public. Certainly the management 
of industry has had an eye to profits. Were it not for the profit 
system, of course we couldn't conduct our industries on the pres
ent basis. Until we abolish the capitalistic system, we still must 
have the profit motif. We did a pretty good job in serving the 
American public because, as I see it, industry has just one func
tion to perform-to convert raw material into finished goods and 
distribute them to the public, those goods to be of a quality and 
at a price that will meet with public acceptance. The expansion 
of industry has demonstrated that the industrialist has done a 
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fairly good job in that respect, and, to the extent that he has 
done a good job, society has compensated him accordingly; to 
the extent he has not, he has "fa.i1ed. 

But there are other obligations we must take on, as we have dis
covered recently. One of them is to have the public know what 
the function of industry is, and by that I do not mean going out 
and hiring public rela.tions counseJ-some of those people are even 
good-1lr putting on a big publicity campaign, but demonstrating 
to the public in a.Jl ways possible that industry is entitled to its 
confidence and support, and that industry that does not have 
character and integrity as a background is not entitled to the sup
port of the public or of its own employees. Therefore, of course, 
one of the fundamentals and the most important thing is char
acter and ethical conduct in our re1a.tionships, whether it be with 
our employees, our customers, or our government. 

Industry has been accused of being autocratic, or at least I as
sume they have been, because the last speaker just said the only 
way you could rea.Jly get anything done was not through demo
cratic methods but through more or less autocratic methods. I 
assume that industry has been autocratic. No one can have his 
own way very long without using coercion. You can talk about 
co-operation, and it works well up to a certain point, but even
tua.Jly there comes a time when, if some one man or some group 
is going to have its own way, it must use coercive tactics of some 
kind. It may be friendly coercion, or it may be the other kind. 
Sometimes the other kind is talked about in terms of friendliness. 

Some speakers I have recently beard talked about solicitation 
of members in the union. There is a lot of union membership that 
is obtained through straight selling on the basis of the merits of 
the organization. There is a lot of selling of commodities that is 
done on the merits of the products. Then, I suppose, there is 
some other selling that is done by other tactics, but we don't 
usua.lly talk about those. 

It reminds me of the story of the two repairmen for the tele
phone company who went out. They had been on the job in the 
forenoon, and about noon the manager was called up by a lady 
who said, "There are two of your men working out here on the 
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telephone line, and I never heard such language in my life. It is 
awful. The profanity is terrible. I want those men censured, if 
not discharged from your employ." 

The superintendent called them in and said, "Tell us the story. 
What happened out there? Just begin at the beginning. This 
lady has made this complaint, and here it is all written up." 

Murphy said, "You go ahead, Gallagher, and tell it." 
He said, "I can tell you all about it. Murphy was up there on 

the crossarm and I was on the pole. He was soldering a piece of 
cable up there, and he dropped some of the hot solder down my 
neck. I looked up and said, 'Won't you please, Mr. Murphy, not 
do that again?' " 

Sometimes the tactics of management and sometimes the tac
tics of organized labor are smoothed over and glossed over in 
about the same way. 

We never can have a perfect system. I will guarantee now that, 
if there is sufficient talent in Chicago to develop a system where
by human beings will get along together perfectly, I can recruit 
at least ISO good, brightfellows down in New York who will come 
out here to take it apart to see what makes it work so smoothly. 
Whenever you reach a situation where you have all the answers in 
regard to relationships between human beings, you are on very 
dangerous gtound because it will blow up on you. 

We are always going to have these differences of opinion. We 
are always going to have conflicts. We are always going to have 
our differences and rows, some of them resulting in bloody noses. 
But I think the very fact that there are those conflicts, and that 
we recognize that those conflicts are going to exist, is what makes 
life interesting. 

For seven or eight years I had experience in dealing with or
ganized labor, nineteen unions. We had lots of differences of 
opinion. As one fellow said at the time I left, "You quite often 
disagreed with us, but you were never disagreeable." The thing 
that surprises me, Mi. Fahy, is not the number of labor disturb
ances we have had in this country in the last couple of years but 
how few there have been. Stop to consider that you have written 
into your federal law, section 7 of the National Labor Relations 
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Act, something we did not have before, something that crystal
lizes to my mind what are the rights of employees (I have always 
been a firm believer that employees had the right to organize and 
join any union they wanted to join), and that publicity has been 
given it by newspapers, radio, and all the other means of com
munication we have now. Then couple with that a group of men 
who have been somewhat in the background but who have now 
found their opportunity to go out and be somebody-believe me, 
we all like to be somebody-who, inexperienced as can be, see 
in this a good opportunity to go out and organize a union and 
who recruit a lot of inexperienced people who have not belonged 
to a labor union before and know nothing about the labor move
ment. When you put that kind of combination up to manage
ment, who are the rankest kind of amateurs up to this time in 
dealing with that kind of a situation, it is a wonder we haven't 
blown the whole thing up. I am surprised that we haven't had 
more trouble rather than less. 

I am going to talk to the industrialists here and tell them a few 
things, dwelling a little on tactics. 

Someone asked me one day if I would sit down and write out 
for him the technique of dealing with a labor organization. "How 
do you do it?" 

I said, '"Very simply. I can just give it to you in one sentence. 
If you are going to deal with a labor organization, just make up 
your mind you are going to deal with them. That is all the tech
nique there is. " 

Of course, dealing with labor organizations is the same as deal
ing with any other situation where human beings are involved. 
If you haven't reached that conclusion, don't look for any other 
technique. If you are going to deal with a labor organization, 
sit down-not with your fingers crossed-in good faith and deal 
with the situation, reali&ing that the fellow on the other side of 
the table has his troubles and trials and tribulations also, and you 
are going to try to worlr. this thing out as well as you can. 

Too many people don't do that. That is one reason we some
times have to go to the National Labor Relations Board. I ap
preciate fully that you may have to go to the National Labor Re-
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lations Board at times for decisions, but, when you get the darned 
decisions from them, all they do is to tell you who is going to 
fight with whom. 

If I go over to the celebrated Palmer House, where they have 
the celebrated orchestra at night, and I see a married couple 
quarreling, I can say, "There is going to be a divorce in that fam
ily pretty soon. They are going to have to resort to the court to 
settle this thing." The Labor Relations Board can't do that. 
They are just going to point out and say, "You are going to fight 
with that fellow, but you can't get a divorce; if you do, you are 
both sunk." 

I am thoroughly in accord with the principles of the Wagner 
. Act. I believe, however, that as we progress, if we don't try to 

save the world too soon, we will probably get some other things 
in our government, some other legislation, some other machinery 
which may help us out rather than bring in two people who have 
already had a row in public and have this board determine, "Yes, 
you have had a row in public. There might have been someone 
else with whom you have been fighting, but you are the two guys 
who are going to do it from here on." We must get some way to 
soften those people a bit and ripen their judgment a bit before we 
just tum them loose to fight with each other. They will eventually 
learn it under the present system, but 1 think some opportunity 
for conciliation and getting together in a better understanding is 
necessary. You may talk about their getting together, sitting 
down and talking this thing out. Many people preach the gospel 
that, if two people with a difference of opinion will sit down and 
talk it over, they can always settle it. I have heard Mr. Green 
and Mr. Lewis both make that statement where an industry and 
the union were concerned. Why on earth don't they? 

In other words, there are situations where certain things hap
pen, making it impossible for two people to get together and each 
save his face. In the last analysis, most of these things are face
saving propositions anyway. An industrialist goes along, and then 
he runs blank for a time. He says, "I have marvelous relations 
with my employees." In comes another fellow and says, "I repre
sent Union So-and-so, and I want to talk to you about it." Im-
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mediately, if this industrialist is not philosophical, you have all 
the elements necessary for some fireworks because the fellow who 
comes in is sometimes a bit bashful and wants to cover it up a bit, 
so he shakes his fist under the manager's nose, and the manager 
says, "No So-and-so can do that to me." Then someone says, 

. "This is a C.I.O. union," and the hair begins to come up on the 
back of his neck. 

This job of promoting proper Jabor relationships is not any
thing you can do overnight. It isn't anything you can do by Jaw. 
You can set up machinery that will make it easier for people who 
are not inclined to get along together to soften their blows. That 
is what you do, pad their gloves a little more. It may be necessary 
to have a referee in order to do that, but, in the last analysis, la
bor relationships begin down in the last department of the plant 
between the foreman and the employee. If the foreman, who is 
representative of management, and the employee get along, you 
won't have any difficulty in that department. But if they don't 
get along, then the employee wants to have the right to take it up 
somewhere else. That is called collective bargaining if it is done 
through representatives. The foreman resents that. He wants to 
have his own way, and, as I said before, nobody can have his own 
way without using coercion, so you· get a reaction against the 
foreman's coercion maybe, and then you have trouble starting. 
It spreads back to management, which backs the foreman, with 
somebody else backing some other person, and so it goes. 

So I believe where we want to start on this thing is down in the 
departments with the foreman, No. I. 

No.2, let's look at these matters philosophically. Let us make 
our decisions on the basis of principles rather than on the basis of 
our emotions. Let us, as we look at the picture, make up our 
minds that there is only one way in which we can have respectable 
relationships with anybody, whether it be with our families, our 
customers, or no matter whom, which is on the basis of mutual 
confidence. You cannot have the confidence of employees, except 
to the extent that your employees are in your confidence. 

I want to say here and now that when I hear an employer rav
ing because his employees have joined the union. or he is worried 
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for fear they will, and gets all excited and runs around doing fool
ish things, I make up my mind then that, if the union is organiz
ing, they are going to be successful, because if he hasn't any more 
confidence in himself and his organization in handling the situa.
tion; if he hasn't any more confidence in his employees than to be
lieve they are going to be different because they stick a button on 
and join the union, then there is something there he had better 
worry about. What difference does it make to the employer 
whether his employees belong to a union or not? If he has their 
confidence and they have his confidence, they can get along to
gether. If they can't, there is something wrong. 

We have all kinds of conditions in our company. We are dealing 
with an exclusive bargaining agency in seven plants, C.I.O. In
cidentally, those letters don't make the hair rise on the back of 
my neck one bit because I know a number of fellows who are 
affiliated with the C.I.O. I know a number in the A.F. of L. There 
are no gods or angels in either group, just common, ordinary 
fellows, a cross-section such as you might find in this room, in 
banks, ot among clergymen. 

In other plants the C.I.O. union is in the minority. We have in 
some plants C.I.O. and A.F. of L. We have one or two plants 
without any union activity whatsoever. So it is rather a con
glomeration .. You can't write any ticket or any procedure on how 
to handle it, except this: In our company-I am going to try to 
impress this on the industrialists here-we are going to get about 
the type of labor leadership that we develop by our own actions. 
If, in dealing with labor organizations, we are ethical, are entitled 
to the confidence of people, use fair tactics and use friendly at
titudes, we will get that in return; if we are going to be militant, 
use underhanded tactics, and fight all the time, that is the type of 
organized labor leader we will get. So I think we all must realize 
that, where we are dealing with organized labor, we are going to 
get about the type of leadership that we are ourselves. 

We have had some rather interesting and amusing experiences. 
One thing I learned when I was very young is that, when you are 
dealing with a touchy situation affecting a group of people, don't 
get too logical or technical or legal. Don't make too many state-
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ments because sometimes· they are dry eating and are likely to 
give you indigestion. Don't make unnecessary issues. Don't make 
issues that you are not willing to go all the way through with, 
and when I say that I mean all the way. I don't mean closing 
the plant temporarily, and so forth. If you make an issue, be sure 
it is one you will go out of business on. Otherwise, sit down and 
talk. about it. 

We deal with the Wagner Act quite realistically. I understand 
there are no penalties in the Wagner Act, so I don't assume I'll go 
to jail if a complaint is made against me for the statement I am 
now going to make. We have dealt with the union as the sole col
lective bargaining agency when we knew very well they were in 
the minority, but I don't believe anyone is going to jail for that. 
We have never refused to deal with the union as the exclusive bar
gaining agency when we had reason to suppose they were in the 
majority. We have taken the attitude that we wanted to c0-

operate with our government to the extent of not piling up more 
cases before the National Labor Relations Board. Whenever the 
union has had any substantial number of people, we have recog
nized the union as a bargaining agency. Whenever we have had 
reasonable grounds to suppose they had a majority, we have 
dealt with them exclusively. 

We have probably been different. I know a number of people 
in industry who don't agree with me. I will give you a little 
idea of the tactics some of our managements (I haven't had any
thing to do with it) have adopted in dealing with this union situa
tion. Take a plant located in a small town, where the morning 
newspaper comes out with pictures of four or five men who have 
been elected president, business agent, secretary, financial treas
urer, and so on, of a union---ell employees of the plant. Those fel
lows have never had their pictures in the paper before, and they 
don't know what to make of it. There are two ways you can han
dle th .. t situation. One is to let the fellows go to work. in the plant 
the neztmorning, and look. at them as though they have the 
smallpox. That frequently happens. The other way is to call 
that group of men into the manager's office and my, ''We notice 
you ht.ve oxganiaed Loct.l No. So-and-so of the So-and-so Union. 
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From here on you are going to be a factor in this situation. For 
heaven's sake, if you are going to be a factor in the situation, all 
we want to do is to find our how we are going along together. If 
you are going ahead with organization work here, you are going to 
try to organize a group of employees. That is your job. We, as 
management, of course will not in any way interfere with that, 
except when it interferes with the business. Therefore, why don't 
we agree when the organizing work will be done? Would you like 
to meet with the management at regular intervals, know what is . 
going on, and talk it out with them?" 

In other words, be realistic about it. If you have a union or
ganization in your plant, there is no use ignoring it and failing to 
see it. You have it there with you. Why not utilize the union 
organization as it comes in to build confidence on the part of that 
organization,on the part of your employees, on the part of the 
public, and on the part of the nation generally? Use it as one 
other avenue to demonstrate that industry has character, has 
intelligence, has integrity, and is entitled to the confidence not 
only of its own employees but of organized labor and the public 
generally. 



BUSINESS AS A SOCIAL INSTITUTION 

T. NORTH WHITEHEAD 

X
OUT two years ago a large firm of tea merchants had an 

unexpected rush of orders which lasted for several 
months. This firm had a well-deserved reputation for 

its labor policies and its labor relations. The whole firm was work
ing overtime, night after night, and the manual workers were 
paid for their extra work, while the office staff was working over
time for no increase of wages. Being humane employers, the sen
ior executives devised a system by which the office staff should 
be paid overtime in very much the same manner as the manual 
workers. When the details had been worked out, they were an- . 
nounced to the office staff who responded to this gesture by threat
ening to walk out of the building. The office stall was outraged. 
Why? 

Here was a management acting from a combination of hu
manitarian and economic motives. It wished to acknowledge the 
loyal work of the office staff, and, in doing so, these executives 
behaved like logical men and remembered that men and women 
work for moneyj they assumed the office staff to be "economic 
men and women." In doing this, the executives had evidently 
failed to understand the full range of sentiments of their staff. 

The fact is that employees are not, in any narrow sense, work
ing for their bare wages. Of course, they work for wagesj they 
must have wages. So much is dear. But people are more than 
economic beings. When they go into their offices or to their 
benches to work, they do not leave their human nature behind 
themj they do not enter the walls of industry armed only with 
logical apparatus and physical skill. The whole man goes to wmk.. 
More than that, the whole sori4l man goes to workj that is to say, 
the man with all his human relationshipsj the feelings and the 
thoughts that he has for other people, his own fears and hopes for 
himself. A man's relations within the family and within his mm-

4S 
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munity are by no means irrelevant to his work within the walls of 
industry. 

There is this peculiarity about human relationships; not only 
do they bind people together but they are always based on dis
tinctions. It is not true that every man in the country is bound to 
every other man on a basis of undifferentiated equality. On the 
contrary, society is built up of small family-like groups at the 
bottom of the scale, and they themselves build up into bigger 
groups. In understanding our social life, the distinctions between 
the various groupings are as important and significant as the 
bonds which exist between them. 

When an employer offered his white-collared workers overtime 
pay, he was, in effect, denying a distinction in the minds of every
body between white-collared groups and groups of manual labor
ers. He was denying a fundamental distinction in our economic 
society, and he outraged every man and woman in his office. It 
took this employer nearly a year to find an acceptable way, and 
an acceptable set of terms through which his white-collared work
ers could be recompensed in proportion to their labors. He had 
started by ignoring their social situations within his own firm.. 
He was thinking about men and women, each in a vacuum, but 
he was not thinking of them in their relations to one another. 

The whole social man goes to work. Not only does be bring 
with him his social relationships from outside, his family, his 
church, etc., but he assists in building up a social structure within 
the plant itself; for every plant is & small society, with its vital 
distinctions and its equally vital bonds between its groups. Every 
executive knows the danger of disturbing the relations between 
these working groups by, let us say, ignoring the pay differentials 
which symbolize and help to maintain them. 

The failure to take account of social structure within & firm, lIS 

our chairman pointed out, & few moments ago,results in immediate 
resistance to the leadership of management; & resistance which 
expresses itself lIS & repudiation of change, in so far lIS that change 
is being initiated by management. Resistance to change takes 
many forms. It sometimes appears as restriction of output, 
planned or unplanned, more or less conscious or unconscious. It 
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may show itself in the form of strikes, or in organization of an un
friendly nature, or merely in unorganized dissatisfactions. In one 
shape or another, if any group of men and women feels its way of 
life threatened by leaders, then those leaders will be, in some im
portant sense, repudiated. 

The need for stable human relations is a very fundamental onei 
every detailed arrangement in every plant symbolizes and affects 
the social relations between people and groups of people. Every 
physical thing in the plant, every work procedure, and every order 
or custom carries with it its social significance. Let me give you 
what may seem to be a rather trivial example. Not long ago a 
young accountant told me that the lighting over his desk was 
poor and badly arranged. I never saw his desk, but I have no 
doubt he was quite correct. He told me that as a result of this, 
he went home every evening with a severe headache. I could not 
help recollecting that I was brought up in an old farmhouse, with 
no electric lights within miles of us. We used candles and a rather 
unsafe kind of oil lamp. I am talking now of thirty to forty years 
ago, but I am perfectly certain that this accountant's light was 
far better than anything I had experienced as a child; neverthe
less, this accountant had a headache every evening, but he added 
this comment, "I was burnt up every night when I thought of the 
meaness of my employer." Of course, lighting should not be in
adequate, that is granted, but I am left wondering whether his 
headache is to be explained on physical grounds or because of the 
human implications of that light to him. The basic need, at all 
times, and for everybody, is social security; the need to have and 
to maintain satisfying human relations within stable groups and 
in a stable society. This is real social security. It is something 
more than economic security, although economic security is ob
viously a very real part of social security. Without the former 
there can be little security of any kind; but purchasing power in 
itself does not insure an adequate measure of pUIp06eful and in
teresting human relationships. 

We are all taught to admire "rugged individuaJism." and I have 
no douht it is something to be admired. Rugged individualists 
interest me, and I have observed that they are most often to be 
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seen in the wealthy classes; in the socially privileged .cJasses of 
society. In other words, so long as our position in society is se
cure, we can enjoy the enormous luxury of being individualists. 
We would all like to be individualists, but the first prerequisite for 
a rugged individualist is that he should be securely set in a worth
while and stable society. Disintegrated Societies are not rich in 
rugged individualists. In unstable societies, one finds frightened 
people herding together trying to find stability somewhere in 
human relationships. 

I suppose the fundamental need of human relations is a com
monplace to every man and woman, yet the curious fact remains 
that SO many problems in life, and especially in industrial life, are 
discussed in exclusively economic or technical terms with no ex
plicit attention to the need for preserving the social integrity of 
the groups involved. Here is an instance. The Premier Furniture 
Company (fictitious name) manufactured wooden furniture. This 
company was bought up by a somewhat larger enterprise, oper
ating in the same city. The Premier Furniture Company manu
factured high-grade and well-made furniture. A large part of its 
manual force was composed of skilled cabinet-makers with long 
experience in the firm. These skilled cabinet-makers owned their 
own hand tools; the average value of most of these tool bags 
varied from. two hundred to four hundred dollars---1l very large 
investment. Of course, I don't need to remind you that there are 
other ways of obtaining tools than buying them in the open 
market. There is such a thing as "winning" tools; but, making all 
due allowances, those men had spent a substantial amount on 
their tools, and they were justly proud of them. These men 
lunched together, day after day, and had vigorous discussions on 
the merits of the various brands of tools which each man patron
ized. Of course, they never agreed. There were lively discussions 
as to the best way of keeping tools sharp, and, as everyone knows, 
the sharpening of a carpenter's tool is a tricky affair, surrounded 
with mystery. Each man was proud of his skill and proud of his 
tools. They. symbolized for him his personal achievement, and 
his social and economic status. These men fonned a small work
ing group bound together by common pride of skill and ownership 
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and pride in their firm a.qd in its product. This firm was bought 
up by a rather larger manufacturer selling a cheaper grade of 
wooden furniture. The carpenters in this latter firm did not own 
their hand tools. Tools were kept in a central storeroom, and each 
man was supplied with these as specified on his working sheet. 
Wh~ this larger company bought up the Premier Furniture 

Company,' a. discussion arose between the executives of the two, 
plants as to whether the Premier Furniture Company employees 
should be allowed to work with their own hand tools, or whether 
a central store should not be set up in this small firm. Each plant 
was to continue operating as a separate unit, so the effect of the 
financial amalgamation did not, in itself, necessitate the changing 
of a. long-established custom. The discussion proceeded on the 
highest logical plane. It was argued by the larger firm that a 
central storeroom could be stocked with the best brand of tools, 
whereas individual cabinet-makers could not be expected to know 
which brands were superior to others. Certainly the storekeeper, 
a skilled man in this matter I would keep the tools in the best of 
condition. All the arguments adduced on this side pointed to the 
a.dvantage of a central plant control. The Premier Furniture 
Company found it difficult to refute these arguments. They ob
jected roundly to a central storeroom but gave no convincing 
arguments. 

Most people acquainted with skilled cabinet-makers would 
agree that the arguments adduced in favor of a central storeroom 
for carpenters hand tools are mostly nonsensical. Any good 
brand of chisel is the right chisel for the man who prefers it, and 
a skilled cabinet-maker is the last man to buy poor tools, or to 
use his tools improperly sharpened. There was no sufficient tech
nical ground for the elimination of individually owned hand tools, 
nor was that the real question at issue. The fundamental issue 
was an emotional one and concerned the relations between two 
working groups who had been thrown into violent contact as a 
result of a financial transaction. The larger firm was insisting that 
the employees of the Premier Furniture Company should not be 
allowed to maintain the symbols of their superior prides and 
skills. They were insisting that these cabinet-makers should be-
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have in a manner similar to their own labor force. The Premier 
Furniture Company was pleading to maintain its own way of life; 
it was, in fact, fighting for its social security. Neither side ever 
mentioned the real matter under dispute, and, of course, they 
never got together on it. 

People associate and work together in virtue of understood 
social routines, common customs, and long-established relations. 
It is on the basis of these common understandings, these ways of 
life, that men and women can work together; and so it is not sur
pnsing that people should object very violently to a disturbance 
in their way of life, for this is the only framework in which they 
can display wisdom in action. This is true on the large, as well as 
on the small, scale. Japan and China are fighting about their 
ways of life. The civil war in Spain concerns alternative ways of 
life. The disturbed state of Europe is related to alternative ways 
of life. When the way of life conflicts with an economic considera
tion, the latter will verbally be given the place of honor, but more 
usually it is the way of life that wins out in the end. If a social 
system is not economically efficient, the result will be a mess; but 
it is very rare that a human organization can be changed on the 
basis of economic considerations alone. People must be led to an 
economically efficient organization in terms of their own loyalty 
and their own social wisdom; mere logic is not enough. The fol
lowing is a small-scale demonstration of this very fact. 

In 1920 a small textile plant shut down one of its shops for lack 
of orders. With three exceptions, everyone within that shop was 
laid off. The foreman of the shop was, in the thinking of the 
management, a good supervisor and a fine fellow; he had been 
with the firm for a number of years. The same thing applied to 
two of the leading hands. These three men were kept on, but 
since they had no department to supervise, they were demoted to 
the ranks for the time being. The foreman was dismissed three or 
four months later for habitual drunkenness and insubordination, 
while the two leading hands got into trouble of the same char
acter. Here was a logical solution which would offer these three 
men some measure of economic security through a time of moder
ate and probably temporary depression. Why did these men fail 
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to accept the situation? T/ley did mean to accept it, but it threat
ened their whole social status. It is difficult for a demoted super
intendent to explain to his family and friends that demotion in 
his case was an appropriate outcome of his success as a foreman. 
These men failed to readjust themselves to their new positions in 
the plant. Their whole social structure had been violated, with 
the result that they went to pieces. This is a quite typical in
stance. 

Management is always initiating change in its plant, neces
sarily for logical, economic reasons; but a wise management will 
introduce change in such a way as to be compatible with the 
sentiments, loyalties, and the ideas of right and wrong of those 
who will be affected by that change. Merely economic argument 
is not enough. It may be an imperative argument, but the form 
of the change must be such that the workers' ways of life are not 
thereby offended. The following is an instance in which the man
agement of the firm rather drastically reorganized two of its de
partments for the common economic benefit of the firm and its 
workers. 

This firm, among other things, manufactured two products; a 
summer product and a winter product which were similar in many 
respects. However, certain of the operations were different, and 
one department performed a certain operation on the summer 
product, while another department performed a different kind of 
operation on the winter product. For these two departments, 
both manned by women, the firm, in effect, had two labor forces: 
one labor force which made the summer product was laid off, as I 
remember, about June; the force in the other department was 
hired at about the time the other one was going off; it worked on 
the winter product. It seems that these women rarely or never 
got steady employment until the beginning of their season came 
round again. From the point of view of the firm the situation was 
also unsatisfactory, for they never got quite the same girls back 
again. OIten their particular employees went to some other firm, 
and the other firm's employees came to them; with the result that 
the firm was always in the position of having to train new girls. 
Some of the girls were quite unskilled, and even those wbo knew 
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their jobs were ignorant of the firm's ways and had no particular 
loyalty toward it. It was noticed that the sum total of the labor 
force of these two departments was about constant all the year 
round. So, a rather natural solution occurred to the management. 
The best workers in these two departments were to be trained in 
a double skill so that instead of having two labor forces, each 
being laid off for six months of the year, there would be only one 
force moving from one department to the other. That sounds 
quite simple • 
. The work required for the summer product was of a relatively 

skilled nature and involved the tending of machinery. The hourly 
rates were fairly high, but the work was not very regular even 
during the busy season. The department handling the winter 
products involved less skilled handwork, and somewhat a lower 
hourly rate, but, since the work was steady, the typical weekly 
pay check was higher in the summer department. The girls in the 
less-skilled winter department were delighted with the proposed 
arrangement. They recognized that they would get less money 
when working in the summer department, but that, after all, was 
better than getting nothing at all. The girls in the skilled summer 
department objected to the scheme. It was true that when work
ing in the winter department their weekly earnings would be 
raised, and this was an alternative to being laid off, but their 
hourly rate in the winter department was lower than that to which 
they had been accustomed. Moreover, they were asked to under
take work which carried a lower prestige than their regular oc
cupation. It took considerable time for this firm to persuade their 
best girls to accept a plan which would provide them with ec0-

nomic security at some risk, in their own tbinking, to their social 
position. These girls, as they thought, were being demoted every 
six months, and they disliked the implication. Finally, the man
agement persuaded these girls that there was particular pride and 
prestige in having more than one skill at one's finger tips. Then 
other sentiments developed, connected with the advantages of a 
fairly steady annual income, and the loyalties which are formed 
when people identify themselves in a permanent way with one 
particular institution. This is an interesting instance of the im-
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portance of social sentiment because the girls involved stood to 
gain and, in an economic sense, the more-skilled girls stood to gain 
most; although it was from these latter that resistance developed. 
The human framework in which each of us lives does not merely 
consist of haphazard relationships between a variety of people; 
it has a stable structure which is very meaningful to those within 
it, a structure which had to be handled with great skills in this 
particular instance before a logically adequate plan could be in
troduced without disruption. 

I will give an instance in which what seemed to be a good policy 
on the part of a management had finally to be modified just be
cause it interfered with the human relations of the workers within 
the plant. This instance concerns a firm manufacturing mechani
cal apparatus for the consumer market. The management set up 
a suggestion plan for its employees about twelve years ago by 
which the latter would be encouraged to make suggestions for 
the improvement of any process or organization within the plant. 
Suggestions were examined by a regular committee appointed for 
the purpose; when a suggestion was accepted, a sum of money was 
awarded to the man who had made it. The awards, together with 
the name of the successful employees, were publicly posted. Sev
eral advantages were expected from this arrangement. The firm 
hoped to obtain some technical improvements, but that was 
thought to be one of the least important aspects. It was believed 
that this plan would give the employees an added interest in the 
firm; again the plan might assist management in picking out p0s

sible candidates for subsequent promotion from among the labor 
forces. Such a plan can easily act as a device for expressing griev
ances in a constructive manner; a faulty arrangement can be indi
cated negatively as a grievance, or positively, by means of a sug
gestion for its improvement. By making it easy for the employees 
to suggest a means of improving any situation, it was believed 
that healthy co-operation between management and labor would 
be promoted. This suggestion plan was in operation for about 
eight years and encountered increasing difficulties as time went 
on. Finally, it became necessary to omit the names of those re
ceiving awards, although the management believed that a failure 
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to post these names publicly would deprive the plan of much of its 
force. The following are some of the reasons which led to this 
decision, and I want you to notice particularly that these reasons 
are all concerned with the problem of human relations. 

One effect of posting an employee's name publicly was to make 
him unpopular with his associates; for one effect of most worth
while suggestions is to cheapen a particular process. Such sug
gestions are very likely to throw somebody out of employment, 
or, at least, to simplify somebody's job. Naturally, such results 
would not make the author of the suggestion a popular colleague. 
Again it was found that foremen were likely to take exception to 
men who made suggestions. The foremen were very likely to take 
a suggestion as an implied criticism of their own management. 
Another difficulty arose. As soon as a man was posted as receiving 
an award, all at once his creditors came down on the top of him. 
Among other things, the firm itself was badgered by these credi
tors to effect a settlement before handing the award to the em
ployee. Yet, again, feeling often arose within a shop if one man 
made a suggestion because others genuinely believed that they 
had had some part in working out the improvement; whereas the 
applicant had taken the whole credit to himself. It is easy to see 
how that would be, because ideas often arise as a result of con
versation within a group of people. Please notice all the difficul
ties given above are connected with human relations; and, as a 
result of those difficulties, the suggestion pIan as originally set up 
had to be abandoned. 

I have been illustrating a fundamental need for human rela
tions, just as vital in industry as anywhere else. I suppose the 
need is for a rich experience of human interaction-not all of it 
verbal-within an orderly social framework. If one watches two 
mechanics who have worked together for some years, and are 
obviously experiencing a real pride and pleasure in their combined 
work, they don't say much to each other, but they display an nn
canny capacity to pull together. Each man knows what the other 
will do and adjusts himself to that situation. A great deal of the 
most meaningful companionship has very little to do with verbal
ized speech. It is the interlocking of skills, the working together, 
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which is the basis of an integrated firm's society. The need is to 
enter into a number of stable relations with people in a worth
while situation. 

I suppose one of the noticeable features of our industrial civili
zation, a characteristic which our chairman has pointed out, is 
that it has tended to make human relations in the community a 
far less stable affair than it was in many preindustrial eras. We 
usually do not find our life's work within a hundred miles of where 
we were born; we tend to move from one place to another at short 
intervals. I suppose that few men in this room know their next
door neighbors. That is not a picture of a stable society. To the 
degree in which the community is losing its social stability, there 
comes an urgent need to find human relationship in the working 
situation; thus, for industrial workers, many of their most mean
ingful associations are to be found within the walls of their plants. 
It is there that many of us experience our most 'stable society, 
apart from our immediate families. This throws an increasing re
sponsibility on industry, and especially on the individual firm in 
a day when industry has been guided more by technical engineer
ing requirements than by human needs. 

The poverty of human relationship in many industrial cities is 
no myth. I don't know how many of you have studied the series 
of investigations which have been going on at the University of 
Chicago for a number of years in the department of sociology. 
The name of Professor Park, now retired, occurs to us at once, as 
well as those of Professor Burgess and his immediate associates. 
These scientists have conducted a series of studies of city life, 
specifically in Chicago. kheir findings clearly indicate the social 
insecurity, the poverty of human relations, which is to be found 
in that city, as in most of the large industrial areas. These soci
ologists have made detailed studies of some of the ethnic groupa 
to be found in Chicago. Each group tends to live in little pools 
of their own original nationality; they still tend to maintain their 
habits and customs which they brought with them from Europe. 
These customs obviously decay, for they relate to nothing rel
evant to their immediate situation in Chicago. The second gener
ation of these ethnic groupa are tom between the ways of life of 
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their parents and the larger American life going on all around 
them. The same thing is visible at the boundary between two 
ethnic groups, usually along a street. It is at these boundaries 
that so many criminals are to be found. I cannot hope to de
scribe, even briefly, the many studies which have been going 
forward in this university, but they all empliasize the need of 
stable human relations for individual mental health and for the 
social stability of the community; they also emphasize the lack of 
just these things in large industrial areas. 

In a quite peculiar sense, a modem firm has the responsibility 
of providing the most stable and worth-while society which most 
of its employees can experience. This responsibility does not arise 
from some vague ethical creed but from the urgent need for the 
firm to have satisfied stable personalities within it in order to 
achieve economic success. 

A real danger to the morale of a firm lies in the high logical 
training o~ its management. Managements are prone to think in 
terms of the logic of efficiency; they must do this in order to sur
vive. But if this admirable logic does not include the observable 
facts of human relationship within its scope, then the final effect 
is likely to be a firm magnificently organized on paper but failing 
in practice, owing to a disintegration in its human relations. It is 
still not urlusual to find firms which have elaborated no tech
niques and have no personnel trained for the observation of social 
ways within its plant. In such firms the procedures of manage
ment will almost certainly be breaking down human collaboration 
by inadvertence. This results in alarmed workers. When a work
er is alarmed in this fashion, he does not diagnose his malady, or 
its cause (after all, he is no psychologist); he does exactly what his 
seniors have taught him to do; he rationalizes his emotions in 
terms of logic. Such workers will demand shorter hours and will 
ask for higher wages; they won't look at balance sheets even if you 
show them... An alarmed worker is not interested in balance 
sheets. He is trying to tell you that he is fearful for his social 
(not necessarily economic) security, but he cannot put it that 
way. He talks in terms of economics, and you, the management. 
have impossible demands for wages and other economic condi-
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tions on your hands. He il! trying to tell you that somewhere the 
shoe is pinching, and it is for you, the management, to diagnose 
his condition. 

I was very interested in an admirable address given this after
noon by Mr. Mertz, of Sears, Roebuck and Company, who re
marked, "Employees will tell you their troubles if you give them 
the chance." He was himself inveighing against the overlogical 
approach of some managements; he was pointing out that, to the 
extent to which one listens to the employee's real situation, his 
home conditions, his relations with his friends, relations with his 
working group and with his supervisor, to that extent is it 
possible for a firm to design its logical procedures in such a 
fashion as not to break down human relationships, or to offend 
the customs and the sense of justice of the employees. 

A large department store was faced with a high turnover among 
its salesladies in some of its departments. The management of 
this store has a high reputation for its labor relations. Neverthe
less, in certain departments there were signs of poor morale. 

These salesladies were all allotted to certain counters or de
partments, but it was not possible for them always to work in 
their own departments owing to variations in sales activities, 
which resulted in slack and rush periods on different dates for 
different classes of goods. In consequence, these girls would be 
ordered from one department to another without notice; they 
would come in in the morning and find themselves ordered to 
some part of the store where they were, in effect, complete 
strangers. Many of these girls spent more time in departments 
which were strange to them than in their own locations. They 
never knew where they would be sent next; from their point of 
view, they were wandering round and round the store in a hap
huard way, having no stable relations with anybody. 

The management thought of this as representing a fine oppor
tunity for these girls; they were getting experience in a wide 
variety of departments, learning a number of skills which would 
always stand them in good stead. Nevertheless, these girls gave 
notice; they personally were not able to diagnose their trouble. 
but they were ill-adjusted and dissatisfied. To repeat, emotional-
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ly unadjusted people tend to express their emotion in the form of 
economic demands; but, conversely, a group with happy human 
relations will usually be reasonable and easy to handle. Surely 
everyone in this room could give examples of this; I will give you 
just one. 

The work in a small ink factory consisted in the· manufacture of 
various inks and several kinds of office paste. A large part of the 
firm's activity consisted in putting these liquids and pastes into 
bottles and tubes, and fixing on them bright-colored labels of the 
appropriate kind. These bottles and tubes were then put in card
board boxes, and the boxes packed in cartons, with appropriate 
labels on each. Finally, the cartons were crated in odd lots to 
meet the retail demands. This second type of work was per
formed by girls in one shop. This shop was furnished with a num
ber of tables. At each table sat a group of girls engaged in this 
manual work. The foreman was responsible for meeting the day's 
orders; this was a difficult job, as no two orders were alike, and he 
organized the work as best he could by shuffiing the girls from 
table to table. As .. result, a number of girls were always waiting 
for the next assignment. There was much lost time, and some 
inefficient work. The foreman tried a new procedure. He assigned 
one group of girls permanently to a given table, he told them that 
they were to work together as a team and that he would place on 
their table every morning a bundle of orders representing a fair 
day's work, and then he would leave it to them to organize this 
work among themselves. He agreed with the girls as to what a 
day's work would be; they decided on an assignment rather great
er than the girls had previously been used to. The girls' daily 
rate was cut 5 per cent, but a IS per cent bonus was promised 
them if they completed their assignment, after which they could 
go home. It was the belief of both the foreman and the girls that 
they rould typically complete the daily job with a few minutes to 
spare. However, their work improved so greatly in efficiency that 
they habitually finished with thirty to sixty minutes to spare. 
After some days of this, the foreman approached them and ron
gratulated them on their work but pointed out that, if they 
habitually left the plant so early in the afternoon, there would 
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surely be trouble with the other girls. The group was enjoying 
the exercise of its new responsibilities and chances for showing 
initiative and was also enjoying the stability of its relationships. 
These girls saw the sense of the foreman's remarks and willingly 
agreed to an increase in the day's assignment which should typi
cally keep them at work until within a few minutes of closing 
time. A thoroughly happy group showed its sense of responsi
bility by collaborating with its foreman in the arrangement of its 
technical problems. 

The technical and human problems which face each and every 
individual in industry are not to be separated; they represent 
different aspects of the total lives of the workers. These aspects 
are mutually dependent, one upon the other, and success in 
management can be achieved only when all the various threads 
making up a worker's life are handled as an organic whole. 
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SUPERVISORY TRAINING WITH SPECIAL REFER
ENCE TO EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE 

RELATIONS 
Chairman: ALBERT E. PETERSON, Superinle1uknl of Training 

Commonwealth Edison Company 

HAuy P. WOOD (Director of EdMeation and Training, Carnegie-Illinois Steel 
Company, South Works, Chicago, Illinois): 
The Carnegie·Dlinois Steel Corporation in its Chicago District inaugu

rated its present series of supervisory conferences in March, 1936. Its man
agement sought the advice of federal and state agencies. A series of ten con
ferences was held at each plant, one each day for two weeks, with a group of 
higher superintendents. This series "sold" the conference plan to these 
executives, for it acquainted each of them with the general method of con
ducting a conference. About the same time a group of hand·picked men 
were given instruction under an experienced leader to prepare them as con
ference leaders. 

Under our plan the supervisory forces, general foremen, foremen, and 
assistant foremen are arranged in groups of twenty each. Each group meets 
in conference for one and one·haIf to two hours each day for ten meetings
getting the group conference ''broken,'' with these first meetings. At such 
frequent intervals the memben loosen up more readily and get accustomed 
to taking part. We then meet at intervals of one week, two weeks, or three 
weeks, according to an arranged schedule. The meetings are held on com
pany time. One of the first lessons learned by the foreman is the necessity 
of delegating responsibility to the next in line, so that he may be away from 
a mill or shop and find that production goes on just as well without him. 

We have generally used permanent leaders. That is, memben of the 
staff of our Training Bureau. The room is SO arranged that all group mem
bers sit around a U-sbaped table with the leader at front right and within 
easy reach of the blackboard or paper charts used to write down the group's 
ideas as they are developed. 

The leader states the topic for discussion and writes it on the chart-lr.eep
ing it before the conferen.ce mernben. He may make a few introductory re
marks to get the group started. As fast as points are made, he records them. 
He says as 6tt1e as possible, himself. 

We find the paper charts convenient, since at the end nf the conference 
the sheets may be removed, carried to the office, edited, and given back to 
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the memben for approval. l'inaIly oopies go to our general superintendent 
and certain officers of the oolpOration. 

The following eshibit shows hew the charts develop in a oomerence, and 
it is typical of a oomerence discussion on 8uch a subject. 

EXHIBIT NO. 1 

TOPIc: "Are You a Leader?" 
Puuo8E: (A) To establish the principles of lesdenbip 

(B) To apply lesdenbip to particular situations 
(C) To find ways of developing leadenbip qualities 

After stating the purpose of the discussion, the lesder puts the following 
definition on the blackboard: "Leadenbip is the ability to oommand the 
efforts of othen-to get them to take your orders and suggestions willingly
to get them to work with you." It was agreed that this was a good definition 
of leadership. By discussion of this definition, the personal qualities which 
make for leadership were listed as follows: 

QUALITIES or A LlW>EIl 

I. A good personality. In discussing this point, personality was oonsidered 
to depend upon four major factors: (0) the way a man desls with 
people; (6) the way a man desls with ideas; «) the way a man desls with 
things; and (4) the way a man desls with himself. The factors are: (I) 
social, (.) intellectual, (J) practical, and (4) character 

t. Must have initiative-to be able to meet emergencies 
3. Must know his business-this is valuable in obtaining the confidence of 

his men 
4. Must have foresight 
S. Must be oourteaus 
6. Must know his men-take a real interest in them as men, not as just 

so much labor 
7. Have a judicial mind 
8. Stand for the "fair deal" for aU 
9. Have ahility to instruct 

10. Must be a salesman--U himself to the men 
II. Set a good eDIl\ple 
II. Give ample aedit where and when due 
13. Eliminate fear from the minds of his ...... 
14. Have moral courage 

IN SOlDIING UP, A L£ADD. 

I. KIIows his business 
t. Has facility of upnssion 
3. Has uecutive ahility 
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4. Has an open mind 
s. Has a fresh point of view-is free from traditional thinking 
6. Has a good personality 
7. Has a judicial mind 

Comparing the old time ''boss'' with the present-day "leader," the fol
lowing chart was developed: 

THE "BOSS" 

I. Drives men 
•. Depends upon his authority 
3. Says'tl" 
4. Inspires fear 
5. Says "Go" 
6. Makes work a drudgery 

THE "LEADER" 

I. Coaches his men 
•. Depends upon the good will of his men 
3. Says "We" 
4. Inspires enthusiasm 
s. Says ''Let's go" 
6. Makes work interesting 

Further discussion of the topic hinged upon the ability to give clear, con
cise oIders-verbal or written. 

The elements of a good oIder are considered to be: 

I. Who is to do the jol>--i!elect the man, fix responsibility? 
•• What is to be done? 
3. When it is to be done 
4. How it is to be done-(In some cases) 
5. Why it is to be done 
6. Where it is to be done 

Back check on these points when giving an oIder or issuing instructions. 
In the choice of topics we will be guided by the advisory council consisting 

of some six or ~ight departmental superintendents. Thus far we have covered 
a number of personnel subjects such as: 

I. Men are first 6. Maintaining morale 
•• Straight thinking 7. Undesirable traits 
3. Safety 8. Mainspring of labor trouble 
4· Timekeeping policies 9. Employment policies 
5. Giving and receiving oIders 10. Fundamentals of good labor relation-

ship 
We have also found it desirable to spend several conferences on current 

topics such as the "Social Security Act," the "Wagner Bil1," and our com
pany policy as put out in a pamphlet entitled 1_""", II> Sflpenis.,., 
F",us. 

This season we have started conferences on "Seniority" and "Qualifica
tions" as related to the problems of promotion, lay ... fI, or rehiring. 

We will develop into a series of conferences on management and on p .... 
duction and operating problems. 

Our Sheet and Tin Mill is the latest comer to our corporation-the haby. 
Owing to the rspic! reorganization desired, the advisory council at that mill 
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and the director of training, through the superintendent of industrial rela
tions, have carried through a series of conferences that I have been asked by 
my colleagues to mention. 

I. Steel inspector's conference.-In the manufacture of sheet and tin plate, 
inspection is continuous through all operations. The production men are 
interested in getting out the tonnage, and the inspectors must see that quality 
is maintained. The responsibility and authority for stopping a mill at the 
first sign of a defect must be clear, between the inspection and production 
departments. Conferences of the chief inspector, assistant chief, and the 
inspector foremen were held, and, as a result, booklets have been produced. 
The Manual of Operation gives a running picture of the manufacturing proc
ess. Steel Standard sets up the standard for each department and lists the 
defects that may be encountered. 

2. Plant protection conference.-Owing to the general reorganization nec
essary in combining the sheet and tin mills and in taking both into the cor
poration, it was found advisable to hold a series of conferences with the 
supervisor of plant police, his turn supervisor, gatemen, and watchmen. 

The report of these series of conferences constitutes a handbook for the 
department and details the duties of each man; specifies the zones and beats; 
gives the location of fire-alarm boxes; of fire hydrantsj of stretchers, and of 
ambulance stations. It is a thorough training manual in the responsibilities 
and duties of each man in the department. Some of the subjects discussed 
may be of interest: 

I. What do we need to make our organization function? 
2. A sample patrolman's report made out in detail as a guide in making this 

report 
3· What information do we need to do the job that is to be done? 
4. General information about police duties 
s. Methods of securing information needed 
6. How to induct a man into the plant 
7. What we need to know about the fire department and many others 

In conclusion, the following statements have been made by supervisors: 

The conferences have: 
"Helped me co-operate with other departments" 
"Shown me how to give more uniform consideration and treatment to my 

men" 
"Made me realize, more fully, my duty to the men under me" 
"Caused me to make it a standing rule with myself never to make a re

quest, issue an order, or order work done, without going into detail on 
the nature of the work or service to be rendered, so that there will be 
no misunderstanding" 

"Caused me to pay more attention to the new man" 
"Taught me the value of safety" 
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More than one employee has jokingly and seriously asked what we were 
doing to the supervisors to make them more considerate in their dealings 
with the men. We can attribute any such improvement to thelessonsleamed 
in discussions with their fellow-supervisors in conference. 

PAUL A. MEJl.TZ (Di,.clor of Company T,aining, Sear., Roebutk and C ..... 
pany): 

I. There is no point in attempting to develop morale or good employer
employee relations through the training process unless the personnel 
and other policies of the business are fair, honest, appealing to the 
worker as intelligent and reasonable, and are socially justifiable and 
desirable. 

II. Many factors in morale development are rather a part of the broad
guage program of personnel administration than something accom
plished solely or mainly through the process of education. Examples of 
such in Sears, Roebuck and Company are our profit-sharing and pen
sion plan, group insurance, paid vacations, sickness and absence allow
ance on a longer absence basis than in most companies and without the 
assistance of a mutual benefit association, employee discount on pur
chases for own or family use, credit on purchases, employee loans for 
emergency-cremt unions in some cities-the open door on grievances 
from the president's office down; use of commission and bonus methods 
of payment; a rigidly adhered to program of promotion from within, 
made possible through a comprehensive training program; suggestion 
systems, and prize contests. A company-wide newspaper in tabloid 
form is also a factor in building company pride and interest. 

m. On the training side there is no formally set program that has as its main 
objective better employer-employee relations. We believe that these 
are a major by-product of many forms of training and the broad person
nel program indicated above. Yet the educational program can make 
major contributions, for in many instances morale is largely dependent 
upon job knowledge, absence of misunderstanding, company pride, and 
knowledge of and sympathy with policies that can be e1fected through 
training directly. The factor of supervision is also susceptible to educa
tional treatment, and, where there is an element of danger in work, the 
self-<:onfidence bom of knowledge and how to protect one's self takes 
the element of fear out of the emotional state known as bad morale. 

IV. A large part of retail training functions as supervisory review, as well 
as for rank-and-fiJe training in attitudes. Training devices used by 
Sears either in mail order or in retail or in both that contn'bute to better 
employer-employee relations are: 

I. Written standard-practice instructions that leave little room for 
misunderstanding 

•. Handbooks for individual employees covering policy and practice, 
largely ""tracted from the basic standard-practice instructions 
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3· Weekly schools and/or store meetings where practice and policy 
are discuBSed pro and con 

4. Explanation of the comj>8J1y financial statement to employees by 
the president of the company, in address at headquarters, later dis
tributed to all stores 

5· The Sean Forum for the headquarters and Chicago mail-order and 
retail organizations 

6. The film program: Examples.-Why we have mail-order desks in 
retail stores; how is promotion c:arried on from within, and how 
does one get advancement or promotion; "In Step with Progress" 

7. (Concurrently) An eJrort to compile pet peeves as well as a list of 
the conditions necessary for good morale as an executive reference 
handbook for discussion with "straw bosses" 

8. "Foreman conferences" in mail-order plants 
9. Distribution of hihliography on management, handIiDg men, etc. 

Sold 1,900 copies of Dale Carnegie's book to our exerutives and 
junior executive personnel 

10. Use of posters as reminders and to motivate right thinking 

As indicated above, we depend on a broad-guage penonnel program for 
good employer-employee relations; the training programs are generally for 
other specific objectives, but are usually so built that improved morale and 
better employer-employee relations are thereby established. 

F. M. P£PPu (a-III PlmU EfflployMMlJ Sfl~or, lUi_ &II Tekpllmu 
C_poa,): 
The essential considerations in those management functions which are 

concerned with securing good employee relations are no different from those 
management functions which are concerned with securing the product for 
which the industJy is organiJed. In the consideration of the question of 
supervisory training as an agency for good employee relations, we should con
aider the broad question nf securing eJrective supervision for the job as a 
wbole. When the job as a whole is wdl done, employee relations wiD be 
good. A good all-around balanced job of supervision can onJy be ........t by 
a supervisory staB which is: (I) composed of people who have inherent 
qualifications for leadership; (a) organiJed and directed so that a good job 
can be done; and (3) thoroughly trained in the technical proceaes to be 
supervised and in eJrective supervisory procedures. 

Mr. Tead, in his book on leadership, lists teD qualities, namely: (I) 
physical and nervous eneqy, (0) a sense of pwpooe and direction, W .... 
thuaiasm, (4) friendliness and alfection, (5) inle8rity, (6) technical mastery, 
b) decisiveness, (8) intelligence, (9) teachinl skiI1, and (10) faith. This is a 
rather broad list of desirable blllll&D. attn"butes, and Mr. Tead sugests it 
onJy as a sort of "synthetic model" of the ideslleader. It is to be obsa .ed 
that but two of the teD--DameI;y, technical mastery and teachinclkill-... 
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in the category of skills, that is, processes which are directly ieachabJe. The 
others, whether or not they are native or acquired traits, at least are fairly 
well fixed at maturity. 

Aptitude for any kind of a job is always difficult to detect, and this is par
ticularly true of supervisory aptitude. Many so-called tests and plans have 
been developed to assist in an attempt to detect aptitude, but perhaps there 
is no general yardstick by which supervisory aptitude may be measured or 
detected in an inexperienced man. However, one great step in improving 
these selections will have been made when management knows enctly what 
each supervisor i. required to do. 

After the selection of a supervisor has been made, management must then 
be sure that the operating procedure of the organization is such that effec
tive supervision is possible. This hrings to consideration such things as: Is 
there time to supervise? How many men in a given operation can be super
vised by one foreman; and how much supervision at the second and other 
levels is needed? What are the duties of the various foremen and supervisors 
in addition to purely supervisory functions? Care must be taken that super
vision is not taken too much for granted. Much attention has been paid in 
the last few years to the vocational training of workmen. I believe it is & 

reasonable assumption that we are approaching the limit of improved effec
tiveness from this process unless some concerted effort is devoted to super
visory training . 

. As with the workman and foreman, the positions of higher supervision 
do not warrant any assumptions concerning their aptitude for learning what 
they should know about the job of supervising men, or the degree of initia
tive they will exercise in getting it for themselves. In a compte.: industry, 
then, no one can be spared from the need of planned training. 

The majority of so-called supervisory training courses are more or Jess 
inspirational in type. They tell what the foreman or supervisor should do; 
they indicate what kind of a boss he should be; and they inspire, but they 
tell little as to how to do it. It is safe to assume that tbe great majority of 
supervisors of all ranks want to be good supervisors. Too often they find 
themselves in the embarrassing position of not knowing how to do something 
they earnestly desire to do. Their deficiency lies not in inspiration but un
fortunately in education. 

The value or cost of production must be reckoned in terms of total cost. 
This cost must include supervisory errors as well as technical errors. Super
visory errors may and do result in lost time, damaged tools, and wasted ma
terials, but greater by far than this in the final analysis these supervisory 
errors result in labor tomover, indifference,lowered force morale, and poor 
employer-employee relations. 

I have no short .... t methods to advise in the matter of training the super
visory personnel. It is a long, tedious process. Aside from tbe technical 
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features of the supervisor's job, there does not see;" to be any general formula. 
There is, of course, lome similarity of procedure of directing the work of 
any man on any job; but difierent industries employ such difierent types of 
people, under IUch a wide variety of circumstances, and place such a diver
gence of requirements upon them, that the problem of supervisory training in 
its more comprehensive aspects is peculiar to each type of industry. I could 
advise nothing but to ltudy your job. Discard any previous notions as to 
how the job is being or should be IUpervised and go out and see how it is 
being lupervi.ed. Analyze the procedures of the foreman and supervisor. 
Compare them and winnow the good from the had. Look upon supervision 
as a process in itself, and see how best to direct the work with your people. 
From all these observations, distiU the best you can find as the genesis of 
supervision. It is your text material for your supervisory training course. 

We went at the job of building a 8Upervisory training course as foUowa: 
Some very carefully selected and trained observers were sent into the field, 
after proper initial preparatory steps had been taken to prepare the field, and 
a sufficient number of supervisors were observed on the actual job to get 
what we believe to be a fair cro8l-sec:tion view of the type of supervisory 
job being done. The notes of the observers provided us with an unlimited 
amount of case material-good and bad. Through an analysis of the notes 
made by the field observers, we have set up as subjects for a training course 
the foUowing items or, as we call them, "Elements of Supervision": 

I. Planning supervisory activities 
I. Force requirements and adjustments. 
3. The production job 
4. Atsigning and directing men 
s. Inspecting and aamplinc 
6. Employment and progresa 
,. Training 
8. Personnel relations 
I). Public relations 

10. Health betterment and accident prevention 
ll. Tools and materiala 
II. R-.da and reports 

We believe that, if we can improve our lllperviaory lon:e &om the super
intendent down to and including the tirat line foreman in theoe tftlve im
portant items, we may _lON'biy upec:t a decided improvement in our 
lllpervisory eIrort. This will not 0D!y re6ect in the way of lowered c:oot and 
ina.aed production but will &lao provide a IOUIld Iocical method of pIG

moting aood employee relations. 



INDUSTRIAL ADJUSTMENT TO SOCIAL 
SECURITY LEGISLATION 

Chairman: Allmn S. HANsEN, Consulling Acluary 

Social security legislation requires adjustment by industry in three differ
ent categories, namely, (a) in a financial aspect by requiring taxes, (b) in an 
accounting aspect by requiring enormous amounts of detailed information, 
and (e) in a personnel aspect by affecting employee relations, benefit plans, 
and almost every industrial relations policy. 

The tall: and accounting problem are mueb more apparent than the indus
trial relations problems. The legal or accounting departments of many con
cerns bave therefore assumed the responsibility of the adjustment. A proper 
adjustment, however, lies deeper than either the accounting requirements or 
legal interpretations; it involves basic industrial relations policies. While the 
co-operation of the financial and accounting departments is necessary and 
desirable, the final responsibility of the adjustment is on the industrial reIa
tions department. It is not only a problem of immediate cost but one of the 
relation between immediate cost and benefits to the employee and the em
ployer. The burden is on the industrial relations department. 

From an unemployment compensation viewpoint it becomes necessary 
to consider stabilization of employment. This may require a reconsideration 
of the selection and training policies of employees as well as force planning 
and other devices for regularizing employment in order to avoid future taxes 
for this purpose. 

From an old age benefit viewpoint it becomes nee S"ry to reconsider the 
entire compensation problem. Compensation costs may be considered to 
include four elements, namely, ~c wages, incentive payments for indi
vidual prnduction above average, benefit payments arising out of individual 
risks, and bonuses depending upon profits of the company. It is necessary 
to revise the benefit payment plans and to reconsider the relationsbip with 
the other elements. 

Many concerns had private pension plans in their program. They were 
installed for various reasons, sueb as (a) to make it possible to remove super
annuated employees from pay roDs, (b) to reduce turnover and obtain better 
selection of employees because of more liberal policy and security offered, 
(e) to distribute profits of the company, (d) for purely philanthropic reasons, 
etc. The amounts of benefits and type of plan was designed to fit the cause 
for the plan. The original cause may.till exist, or it may bave changed. In 
any event, the old age benefit has changed the whole philooopby as well as 
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the effect of the pIan. The old age benefit plan is based upon a broad social . 
problem. Its advent requires more than a consideration of how, technically, 
the existing plana can be modified to produce the old results; it requires a 
complete reconsideration of the original causes and company policy with 
reapect to the entire benefit program. The existence of the ta:xes and benefits 
not only aJfect the detaUed provisions of the other existing benefit plana but 
also change the entire economic system and employee relationships so that 
the basi. for consideration of sueb p1ana needs a new viewpoint. It becomes 
necessary to consider to wbat extent social security is to be provided and 
who i. to provide it. WhUe this subject could not be completely considered, 
the following indicates a few of the aspeets considered in certain companies. 

One concern whieb has been operating under a closed-shop union agree
ment for many years had previously no specific benefit plana for its em
ploy_. The management provided for specific cases as it felt desirable, but 
the union frowned upon any company activity in this matter. The union 
agreement, however, had for some years included (a) a requirement of 3 per 
cent of pay roll from the employer for an unemployment insurance fund and 
(6) a deduction from the employ_ of It per cent of their pay for the same 
purpose whieb in effect was a ebeck 011. Upon the inception of the Illinois 
Unemployment Compensation Act, the company reduced its payment to the 
union in accordance with the agreement. The union no", however, is at
tempting to regain this lost payment for the purpose of providing a death and 
disability insurance pIan. This may indicate a tendency for unions to at
tempt to take over the employee benefit plana of industry. It provides them 
with finances, the ebeck-oll system, and the ability to make payments to 
members. Since (a) federal social security old age and death benefits are in
adequate, (6) the state unemployment compensation benefits will also be 
inadequate, and (c) there are no disability or other benefits, the unions bave 
many reasons left as a basis for control. 

One of the best means of baving awided sueb action in the past bas 
probably been the creation of company p1ana and \ocsl emplor- mutual 
benefit aaaociatiODL 

Another concern upon the advent of social security realiaed the necessity 
of reconsidering the entire employee benefit plan situation and obtained a 
co-onlioated system based upon the cbsnged conditiODL This company bad 
few union employees. The revised plan practically discontinued all p1ana 
existing on January I, 1\137, and instituted a co-onIinated empioyeesecurity 
plan .. hich provided a company service annuity to superannuated empior
in addition to social aecurity old age beDefits, a disability beDefit of approxi
mately ball-pay (or a period, a death benefit to dependent beDeficiaria of 
deceased employees, and a dismissal wage for empior- wbooe service was 
terminated prior to eligibility for retiremeDt. 

No employee contributions were required for the compaoy plan, as they 
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would have (a) complicated the plan, (b) increased the costs, (c) started agi
tation for increased wages to replace the lost cash, (<I) made employees feel 
that they were paying for benefits causing them to try to control the activi
ties, and (0) created a somewhat rigid system that would be diflicult to adjust 
to the changes which must come in the federal plan. The benefits were made 
as liberal as they could and still limit cost to that which would be justified 
in terms of returns to the company in increased morale, efficiency, and other 
personnel costs. The contributory group insurance was discontinued by the 
company and transferred to the employees mutual benefit association as an 
employee activity. 

By this program, the company (a) separated the employee activities from 
those of the company, (b) avoided several situations which would bave in
volved increasing costs in the near future, and (c) created a flexible situation 
wherein, as (I) the Federal Social Security Act, (0) economic conditions, or 
(J) union activities changed in the future, adequate adjustments c:ould be 
made with little loss or duplication. 

While the conditions today require a complete reconsideration of the 
entire employee benefit problem, many items of importance were found to 
exist which indicate that the present conditions will not persist long into the 
future. Any present consideration, therefore, must be made in the light of 
the possible changes in the future. 

The problem is one for the industrial relations personnel of industry to 
solve. The future situation will be determined by their actions. It is desir
able, therefore, that they consider this problem thoroughly in order to estab
lish proper precedents and not bave such an important industrial relations 
job to be done by the legal, financial, or accounting departments. 



WAGE NEGOTIATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
UNDER OPEN-SHOP AND UNION 

CONDITIONS 

Chainlum: JOHN W. RIEGEL, INetltw, Bur_ Df Induslrial 
lWaIioflS, Uni..,.,"y Df Midsi, ... 

The chairman outlined several major aspects of the subject as follows: 
(I) wage surveys; (0) ronsiderotions affecting the establisbment of basic 
hourly rates and standard hourly earnings; (3) rating and valuation of high
ly specialiud jobs for which market quotations are not reliable; (4) rompen
lation of the individual acoording to productivity, etc. (employee rating 
plano and incentive achemes); and (5) negotiation of basic rates with apokes
men for employee groups. 

One rompany ronducts market surveys semiann'lally among the rom
panies in its class. The rompany has a bonus for SUpervisolll based on IaV

ings of material, percentage of product rejects, and reduction of overhead 
expenses per unit of product. The employees reporting to a supervisor must 
earn a 15 per cent bonus before the supervisor receives a bonus. The em
ployee bonus depends on the percentage of allowed time saved. This per
centage is applied to the straight-time earnings of the employee for the period. 
Applied to group work, the percentage time laved by the group is applied to 
the earnings of each member of the group. 

One member stated that, when methods have changed, the standard or 
basic rate should be increased somewhat SO as to make employees receptive 
to improvements. 

Another representative outlined experience over a number of yean in 
dealing with a labor union. He bas found no objection to piece work in many 
departments. In one department "here standards are difficult to apply be
cause of variations in work, there is effective a system of time allowances 
whereby output for four-week periods is tDmpared to atandard OUtpuL Each 
man during any four-week period is paid a rate which reIIoc:ts his proficiency 
during the prior four-week period. The sliding scale does not provide rates 
of pay above or belo .. atandard .. hich rompare eactly with production. 
The union prefers that the rates for above-atandard production be loss than 
in proportion to that production, 90 that the rates for IIIIhstandard workenI 
are not 90 10 .. as their strict production record might warranL 

Production standards have been eet by the company and the union with 
reference to records of perlormance and opinion. Time study is used oc
cuionally. Differences would be referred to ubilJation, but this bas not been 
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necessary for a number of years. Substandard workers are paid substandard 
rates according to special agreement with the union. 

Zealous union representatives some years ago occasionally won rate con
cessions whicJi put individual rates out of line. But these made trouble for 
them because unionists in adjacent sections demanded similar concessions. 
Union leaders now agree that wage diJierentiais must be carefully set on the 
basis of skill, responsibility, etc. 

The speaker stated that established unions come to see the considerable 
unity of interest between themselves and their employers, particularly in 
maintaining consumers' patronage. 

Work specifications are made as clear cut as possible to avoid controversy 
over rates. The foreman interprets the specifications, but workers may com
plain through their union representatives. A new union may be overly 
technical at first with work specifications and rates, but its attitude is likely 
to change with experience. 

The speaker stated that unions in his experience object to decreasing unit 
yields to the worker as production is increased. Efficiency achemes which 
cut piece rates as efficiency goes up are particularly objectionable to organ
ized labor, whereas the straight-piece rate system is acceptsble to a number 
of unions. 

Another member emphasized the importance of job analysis and clear
cut duty ststements as the foundation for job rating achemes. 

The chairman illustrated job-rating prooedure, showing how a ratiog sca1e 
for job valuation could be based upon market levels for key jobs. 

The conference concluded in agreement that job-rating achemes should 
not be superimposed upon employees or employee spokesmen but that, if 
these achemes, are thought satisfactory by management, they should be ex
plained to the employee spokesman and that theresfter both parties should 
collaborate in the use and further improvement of the plans. Such plans 
were recognized as means of composing differences in valuations put upon 
different types of work. 



HEALTH PROBLEMS IN INDUSTRY 

CIu!.irman: J. H. Cmvns, M.D., C,atIO Company 

CoDSiderable interest was shown in the problem of periodic enmination 
of employees, and a varied opinion was expressed as to tbe value, pwpose, 
and tbe nature of tbese _minations. Consensus of opinion was held that, 
if periodic physical _minations are made of executives and employees in 
respoDSible positions, tbese _minations should be confidential and privi-
1eged-tbey should not be compulsory and tbey should be conducted in such 
manner so as to maintain a relationship between tbe employee and tbe 
examining doctor as privileged as exists between tbe employee and his family 
doctor. It is only by auch restrictions tbat periodic physical _minations 
can be made wortb wbile. 

J>re.employment _minations were discussed at length, and tbe con
sensus of opinion expressed was tbat tbe sole purpoee of a pre-employment 
examination should be to determine whetber or Dot such applicant sders a 
physical impairment which: (I) would be aggravated by tbe nature of his 
employment, tbereby predisposing him to disability or disease; (.) restricts 
his capacity to perform tbe requimnents of tbe job and tbereby renders him 
liable to accidental injury and or illness; (J) aubjects his fellow-workmen to 
injury or disease as a consequence of his employmenL 

It was emph .. ivd that under no circumstance should tbe purpoee of • 
pre-employment examination be made to determine whetber or Dot an ap
plicant should be employed. The question ... f employment should remain 
within tbe jurisdiction of tbe employment department. 

The balance of tbe discwaion pertained to tbe Occupational Disease Act 
and ita operation and to tbe Healtb and Safety Act of Dlinois which is now 
being promulgated by representatives of employer and labor of this state. 
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ployeos, aDd re-emphaaiz.ed the peed for use of a "job sample" in conjunction 
with any other devicea to determine the del!"'" of fitness in a candidate for 
initial selection or for promotion, aDd that a co-operative job must be done 
by the selection officiala working with the training officials. 

A comprehensive plan for training aDd standardizing of interviews aDd 
interviewers was presented by the director of personnel from one of the 
universities represented. Hia procedure included a training course for inter
viewers on an attempted standardized interviewing technique, and included 
also the use of voie&-recording aDd motion pictures of the interviewer and 
applicant in action. Except for the ezpense involved, the method was bighly 
recommended. 



SELECTION AND TRAINING IN RELATION TO 
PROBLEMS OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

W. J. DICJ:SON, W u1em Electrie Company 

Mr. Dickson began with a brief review of the research work in employee 
relations which has been carried on at the Hawthorne Plant of the Western 
Electric Company over a period of many years. Beginning with certain 
experiments in the relation of illumination intensities to employee effective
ness back in 1923, these studies progressed to more and more comprehensive 
and exacting studies of the factors affecting efficiency and human satisfac
tions in work. He pointed out that these studies progressed from the simple 
to the complex, from the assumption that fatigue and related physiological 
factors were the chief determinants of work behavior to the theory that such 
determinants are chiefiy psychological and social. In no case, be ssid, were 
the investigators able to :find a significant correIation between changes in 
physical circumstance, such as temperature, humidity, and rest periods, and 
the employees' responses to those changes. What they did :find in every case 
was that significant changes which occurred in quantity and quality of work 
and the employees' attitudes toward their work were expIainable oniy in 
terms of the personal situation of the operators and, of even more importance, 
in terms of their personal relationships with one another, their supervisors, 
and other social groups within the company. 

From these studies, he ssid, certain ideas have emerged wbich may throw 
additional light on sucb activities as selection and training. He then pointed 
out that the problems involved in the selection and training of personnel may 
be roughly divided into two parts. There is the problem of choosing the most 
capable person for a job and developing his proficiency on it in the shortest 
possible time. In addition to this problem, which may be looked upon as 
that of determining how well an individual can adapt bimself to the technical 
organization of a concern, there is the equally important problem of de
termining tbe individual's capacity to adjust to the social organization of the 
concern. 

In order to make clear what he meant by "social organization of a con
cern," Mr. Dickson pointed out that the modem industrial establishment 
consists of numerous social groups. The people within these groups, ex
amples of which are skilled craftsmen, semiskilled and unskilled laborers, 
inspectors, oflice workers, engineers, personnel people, supervisors, and 
management, are brought into relation with one another on the basis of the 
work they do. They associate with one another over a long period of time 
and, through working in and experiencing a common situation, develop 
many common sentiments and values. 
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In a weIl·boJ.wzd orpni.tioa each of these groups has an intaDal 
IOIidarity aDd is at the ......; time differeatiated from evezy other group. 
These diffeteDtiaJs ~ IfOUPS are ape ~ in bWDeiChiS _ys; in rates 
of pay, in methoda of payments; in privileges panted to ~ of the 
IfOUP, aDd even in the type of fumitwe aDd fixtures provided. 

The mere njste ...... of weJl..dilfereati·ted groups within a mgcem has 
~ in that it is these factors which in part serve to gift social 
oignifino ...... to the work of the people within each poop. In other words, 
these differeatiating pi'" eo serve to lis the relatift social positioa of evezy 
persoII in relatioa to every other persoII in the plant. ID the abseace of such 
proceaes, the majority of the persmmel is mIuc:ed to a com ....... level, aDd 
under such concliticms the possibility of friction hetween ~ aDd 
employees is greatly ,""h·wzd ID other words, there is a greater Jikdihood 
of strong horiJoDtal solidarity cIeveIoping aJIIODg the employees in oppooitioa 
to ............. t. 

The _ to which this ....,..... of diffeJPlltiati"l the total persoomeI of 
a plant is carried is, of course, determinahIe by 1IIaIIqeIDeIIt. It may he doDe 
to a greater or lesser degree dependi"l lIpOII how much importuM:e the 
............. t attKlles to it. Flam the stJllldpoint of Iahor relaticms, howeftr, 
it is probably desirahIe to develop this """""'nism fairly well because it is 
these cradaticms within aDd bet_ """"patjonoJ groups which pnMde the 
social ladder within the COIICeI1L 

Now it is DOt eJIOII&h that these ocx:upatjonoJ groups merely he differ
,""tialed from one another. For it wiD he ReD that, if ouda poops haw 
IIOIhiD1 more in com ....... than tho. commWlities of interest which develop 
tJuoush work, there is evezy likelihood that strong oppositjono between these 
poops might develop 0"'" a period of time; and. if this happens, CO<>peJa

tioa aJIIODg them wiD he at a .... 1eftl This ..... ,..lj~ is preveDted by the 
deveIopmeDt of social pi J which cut KIQSS differeDt social poupL 

ID other words, these groups awst he tied totether. They awst he piooWled 
with -cia thin&s in """' ....... to gift them an .........n solidarity, a fediac 
of k>yalty to the """'pany, a feeIinI of partiripatioa in a """''110ft eDterprise. 

AD these pi' which intepate aDd differeDtiate the total p ...... ,," 
of a mgcem &0 to make up the social orpuiatioa of the mmpany. It is 
within this social settinI that each individual employee seeks the.\" r rh
of his hopes, ambitioas, aDd apedatious in life. To a .... -. his-t 
.tisfactioDs are derived DOt from his job .. a job hut from the _njWcJ 
oipi&c.1IC"S which his job takes lIB ill terms of this social organi.';" As 
a ~ evezy ileal ill his workiDc eDviI t which _ to deiae 
his relatinpohips with other employees .... a matter of ............. to 
him. Thus, it wiD he .... that eft!)' chu&e which ill any _y .Jten his 
ltatus or the symbols of his slatus ... T Di,. to him. 

This paiD! of 'Iiew wouJd __ to haw D peDI IDIIl)' impica ....... 
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problems of selection and training. First, it suggests that, in selecting people, 
we sbould recognize that we are in effect placing a person in a certain position 
in the social structure of the company. It is therefore important that we give 
attention not only to his skills and other personal qualifications but also to 
at least tbree additional questions: (1) wbat are the consequences for the 
newcomer of his being placed where he is; (.) wbat are the consequences of 
placing the newcomer in the group for the other employees in the group; and 
(J) wbat effect does the selection of certain individuals for a work group 
bave upon the relations between that work group and other groups within 
the company. 

In connection with (1) there is the whole problem of determining the 
extent to which the work situation can satisfy the socially conditioned de
mands the individual makes of it. To illustrate, suppose that a company, 
finding itself in need of additional help, selects only the very best of the 
available labor supply. At the present time, such a group most lik.ely would 
be made up to a large extent of young, fairly well-educated people. Although 
such a group would probably score high in relation to ail ordinary criteria 
used in selection and although they may perform admirably, the mere fact 
that they do rank at the top of the available labor supply in itself carries with 
it consequent problems. Such a group, for example, would be lik.ely to con
tain iL good percentage of individuals who might demand more of their work 
situation in the way of wages, advancement, and recognition than tbe c0m

pany would provide them with, thus cresting dissatisfactions which might 
in turn lower their effectiveness. 

The problem mentioned in connection with (.), tbe question concerning 
the effect upon the work group of placing the newcomer in it, can be illus
trated by carrying the above example further. The placement of the young 
people, whom "'e bave assumed a company has employed, in itself create. 
problems for the otber employees of the concern. The other employees may 
bave less education and in many ways may be less proficient than the new
com~rs, and it may very well be that the newcomers will rise so rapidly as to 
constitute a threat to the security and expectstions of these older employees. 
The disturbances in work groups resulting from such action might create 
rather serious problems in labor relations. 

The third question mentioned can be illustrated by another hypotbetical 
example. Suppose that in a concern it has been customary to recruit piece
rate setters from the &hop. Piece-rate setters are in a sense management 
people and thus stand in a position of superiority to the workers. As anyone 
familiar with industry knows, there is the posstbility of friction developing 
between these two groups. Now in a situation where iLhoP people can look 
forward to and in fact are promoted to such a position, the relationship be
tween these two groups is lik.ely to be quite satisfactory. Now let us suppose 
that for some reason management decides to hire piece-rate men from outside 
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the company and select. a group of college men. This, of course, would blocJo 
up the channel of promotions from shop work to piece-rate work. Not only 
that, hut the shop people employed on piece-rate work might feel that the 
lecurity of their position was threatened. This much is resdily understood. 
But there are still other possible consequences. It commonly happens that, 
when a person'. Bocial position is threatened, he attempts to increase the 
Bocial distance hetween himaelf and the group from which he wishes to 
differentiate himself. As a consequence in the situation mentioned, the 
piece-rate man might tend to subordinate or become autocratic toward the 
regular shop people in hia contacts with them, thus creating a strong an
tagonism between two groupo which formerly were harmoniously related. 

To restate, it i. important in considering the selection of employees to 
think not only in terms of the individual's aptitudes but also in terms of the 
aocial organization of the company into which the individual is to he in
ducted. Unless this is done, unforeseen administrative problems may arise. 
Looking at the problem of training in these terms, there are one or two things 
which might be said. For ezample, in training people for skilled and semi
skilled occupations, it is important that, in selecting people for such training 
courses, the social organization of different occupations! groups he kept 
constantly in mind. In other words, selection of people for training courses 
based merely upon a plant-wide survey i. likely to result in a dislocation of 
many of the available channels for promotion or progress to other employees. 
There also seems to he a problem here in connection with supervisory train
illl for, granting that an industrial plant is in reality a social organization, 
it would seem that one of the supervisor's chief functions would he to am
stantly observe that structure in his day-to-day activities. In reality, the 
supervisor is, to a 1arge extent, custodian of a social as well as a technica\ 
organization. Everything that he does, such as granting increases in wages, 
moving peoplelrom job to job, transferring peop\e to other kinds of wort, all 
of these things, have consequences for the social organization of hia people. 



A PROBLEM IN CORRELATING THE WORK 
OF SCHOOL AND INDUSTRY 

L. J. Scm.oEllB, Boal'll of Edueolion, ChiaJgo 

Schools and industry are both at the point where an integration of pur
pose and an evaluation of common goals are necessary. Many pupils in high 

. schools and junior colleges must think in vocational terms as well as the 
social and cultural considerations, for (I) from 5 to 10 per cent of the high
school population goes on to college; (.) 90 per cent of the high-ilChool 
population is absorbed by industry, and a majority of this group are pre
pared for college and are uncertain about their fite .. for work; and (J) 75 
per cent of those who enter junior college do not continue higher education, 
which means (a) that junior college work ought probably to be evaluated 
vocationally and (b) that junior college terminal courses should be seriously 
considered. 

Schools and industry in Chicago are giving evidence of a growing closer 
correlation, for (I) union and nonunion groups are co-operating in an ap
prenticeship progranI; (.) correlated training is provided in fifteen dilIerent 
trades; (J) 175 evening-ilChool classes are correlating directly with jobs in 
industry; and (4) the advice of industry is used in the school-building pro
granI. 

Further correlation and co-operation with industry is sought through a 
continuous occupational survey, conducted by the Chicago puhlic schools, 
the purpose of ,!,hich is (I) to provide the basis for an intelligent PfOgranI of 
continuous curriculum check and revision if necessary and (.) to provide 
pertinent and needed occupational data for school and public use. 

The needed information is (x) basic informational background required 
in major occupations; (.) basic traits required in major occupations; (J) 
special abilities desired by industry; (4) industry's rating of types of training 
offered; and (5) current occupational trends, shortages, opportunities, and 
signjficaDt changes. 

The method suggested to carry on the survey is (x) through personal 
contact with industry; (.) through conferences with personnel groups; and 
(J) through advisory committees who will check procedures and findings. 

Only as schools and industry work together in that part of the educational 
job which is common to each of them will youth become better trained for 
effective citizenship. 



APTITUDE TESTS AND THEIR APPUCATION 

RK:s.uD H. LEuuu, DioUiino of S~ """ ~ 
UffiI«l SIBIa bt"",.., Sonia 

In aD attempt to IDSWer the questioa, "Om we direct aD iDdividuai into 
occupatioDal cbanneIs suited to his peailiar interests aDd aptitudes?" it is 
advisable lint to review the teclmique. In a pven job some _rkem are 
more lUa:essfuI thaD othen because the skiJIs aDd abilities of some are such 
that they are able to perform better on the job. The problem of selection is 
that of attemptiDg to pick from UIIODI the applicants those who will, after 
traiDiQc aDd esperience, be classed with the more lUa:essfuI _rkem as 
apinst the lesa sua:essful. To 'ccompli,h this, it is .... ry to lind out 
wbat skills and <:af*:ilies make for IUOlIlSS in the job aDd thea seJect from 
the applicants aftilable thooe who have these abilities. 

Tbe IDSWer to the question is "Yeo," but the Itt11rI£Y with wbicb it is 
possible to predict su<ass in a Biven cIirectioa depeDds upon the Itt11rI£Y of 
themeasureuoed ill cIeveIopinsthepredicton. Theseare: (.) the_of 
su<ass on the job or the aiterion, (.) the proportion of requisite skiJIs taken 
into coaaideraliOll, aDd {J) the Itt11rI£Y of the measure of the skills. 

Tbe aptitllde -. as a pidaDce tool, bas """fill appIicatiollS ill the edw:a
Ii ...... system, esperioUy trade achooIs, tecbnjal acbooIs, bum ...... mD gos, 
etc. 5tudeots emUIed ill these ocbooIs must seJect terminol caunes wbicb 
may iIIw1ve two to four yean of directed study. A mistake ill the Ie" ,boa 
of the &eId is espeasive to the atudeDt aDd to the schooL A device wbicb COIl 

indicate oeveroI more or lesa distinct &eIdo in wbicb the atudeDt is lilr.dy to 
be sua:essfuI wiD, to some -I, ........ tee the iII .......... ta. The pr0por

tion of gIIes81OOd:. ill WCIItjon,1 pidaDce wiD be reduced ill direct proportion 
to the Itt11rI£Y of prediction. 

Industry is aware of the problem of seIectinc iDdiYidualo for a;nd"striol 

careers" or '~jonaJ sequmce. If AD 'pplicant who is sci ted as. clerk 
with the upectatioa that be may __ clay be promoted to braDcb maaager 
_, ill the beginning, haw poteIltiolities for this latter paoiticm, else be 
will be sicIHracked or wiD cIrnp out at __ point in the pnwmticme' se
quence. Improper seIoctioa ill this oituation is CII5tJ.y botII to the empIe ) ee 
aDd to the 6nn. 

In the seIoctioa of wwkers to be trained for speci6c jobs, the anpIoJing 
ofIicer ahouId haw __ assurIlIaI that, after traininc aDd esperiente, the 
narmaI prockactioa of the employee will be equal In or em:ed the awrage of 
the poup ill wbicb be will be pIoad. Heft, as ia ......... pick ..... the 
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investments of employee and employer will be guaranteed iri direct propor
tion to the accuracy of the predictor devices. 

The indirect contributions of a comprehensive aptitude program are 
manifold. Occupational maladjustment can be reduced in direct proportion 
to the accuracy and extent of the predictor program. Workers who are 
employed in jobs for which they are qualliied, and which at the same time 
require the full exercise of their abilities, are likely to be satisfied and stable 
workers. A program which fits the worker to the job tends to promote stabil
ity and reduce expensive turnover. 

Predictive tests are only one aspect of selection. They can be expected 
only to pick out those workers who are physically and mentally qualified to 
fill the job. Other factors, such as personality and social adjustment, must 
be considered as important in the final selection of a worker. 

The Division of Standards and Research of the United States Employ
ment Service is engaged in a comprehensive aptitude test program which is 
intended to cover, first, the ollice machine operating field and will later be 
expanded to include those jobs which have a very high population, high 
turnover, and any other characteristics which would indicate the advisability 
of building up predictive tests. The research units in the various cities where 
such work is being carried on are depending upon private industry to supply 
the workers in jobs which are being studied. At the conclusion of each study 
the results are made available to the co-operating employer. 

Eventually, these predictive devices will be put into use in all the state 
employment services who express a desire for them. 

The research unit in Washington performs all the statistical analysis of 
the data received from field centers and also is carrying on a study of de
partment-stor~ salespeople. 
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ORGA."lIZATION SPONSORING THE 
MIDWEST CONFERENCE 

TIm UNlVEIlSITY or CHICAGO 

ROBERT M. HlJTCIIINS, p~ 

TIm ScHOOL or BUSINESS 

W. H. SPI!HcD, /JttJa 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO 

Jomr A. SnPImNs, p~ 
MaDaaer. lDdustrial RelatioDs, Chicqo District 

Camcgi&-IIliDois Steel CorporaIioD 

G. W. ADRIANSON. Yia-1'ruideItI 
MaDaaer. lDdustrial RelatiOllS 

Commonwealth Edison Compuy 

The Omcus &Del 
M. R. ZELDEII (Put PlesideDt) 

PenoDDel MaDager 
Edison GeDenI Electric Appli

ance CompaDY 

C. L. GOYOL, Emp\oymeDt M......,r 
Armour &Del Compuy 

Fun C. W. PAUEII, S«7tiIIIry I11III 
T ....... 
Seaetary. Kiwanis IDtematiODal 

CoLONEL W. N. HUGHES, JL 
I'enoImel Director 

Chicqo ntle UId Trust Com
paDY 

G. J. KElDA." Vlnll"" 
IDdustrial Relations, IDtematioD

al HarwsIer CompaDY 

R. W. SroN1l, 0-' -s 

... stociate PIOfessor of IDdustrial Relations. ScboaI of BusiDess 
UDivesity of Chicqo 

MIss SuA E. SotmLUJ. 
lDdustrial Relations ~ 

IDtematiclllal HarwsIer ComPO"Y 

W. c. H.u.t. Seaetary 
Employees Beaelit CoauDittee 

JlJiIIois Bell TeIopb ..."Compony 

J-McKDoIn. V ... PnsideDt UId EducUiODeI J>inoctw 
AmoricaD ScboaI 
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PROGRAM OF THE MIDWEST CONFERENCE 
ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

GENERAL SESSION 

Mandel Hall, the University of Chicago 

C!Jairmon: JOHN A. STEPIIENS 
President, Industrial Relations Association of Chicago, and Manager 

Industrial Relations, Chicago District, Carnegie-D!inois Steel 
Corporation 

Greetings: 

In behalf of the UnivetSity of Chicago 
EMERY T. FILBEY, Vice-President 

In behalf of the Industrial Relations Association of Chicago 
MIss SAli. E. SOll'l'llALL, Industrial Relations Department, Interna.

tional Harvester Company 

Add,esses: 
"Government Policy with Respect to Organization and Collective Bar

gaining; Analysis of Decisions of the National Labor Relations Board" 
-Clwu.Es F ARY, General Counsel, National Laloor Relations Board 

"Trends in Trade-Union Organization, Structures, and Functions"
CAIllOLL R. DAUGBEUY, Professor of Eronomics, University of Pitts
burgh 

"Problems ii. 'Collective Bargaining"-C. S. CHING, Director of Industrial 
and Public Relations, United States Rubber Company 

12:45 P.I(. 
LUNCHEON 

Ida Noyes Hall, the University of Chicago 

Chairman: FltED C. W. pAJtJ<EIl 
Secretary and Treasurer, Industrial Relations Association 

of Chicago, and Secretary, Kiwanis International 

AFTERNOON ROUND-TABLE CONFERENCES 

ROtllID TABLE "A"-Eckhart Hall, Room .... 
DISCUSSIOH TOPIC: "Supervisory Training with Special 

Reference to Employer-Employee Relations" 
ChDirmIm: ALBEllT E. l'ETEasolf, Superintendent of Training, Com

monwealth Edison Company 
8. 
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DiscussUm I.eadtrs: 
HAny P. WOOD, Director of Education and Training, Carnegie

DJinois Steel Company, South Works, Chicago, DliDois 
PAUL A. MEaTZ, Director of Company Training, Sears, Roebuck and 

Company 
F. M. l'EPPEa, General Plant Employment Supervisor, DliDois Bell 

Telepbone Company 

Ro'OND TABLE ''B''-Law South (First Floor, Law Building) 
DISCUSSION TOPIC: "Industry Adjustment to Social 

Security Administration" 
Cll<limtan.· AilTllt1ll STEADY HANSEN, Consulting Actuary 

DiscwsUm I.eadtrs: 
LOUIS SCllLlSlNGEIl, Vice-President, Kuppenbeimer and Company 
Roy DINGMAN, Assistant Director of Personnel, Commonwealth Edi

IOn Company 
HENay R. CODETI', Consulting Actuary 

Ro'OND TABLE "e"-Rosenwald Hall, Room 2 (Ground Floor) 
DISCUSSION TOPIC: ''Wage Negotiation and Administration 

under Open-Shop and Union Conditions" 
Cll<lirwoato: Da. JOHN W. RIEGEL, Director, Bureau of Industrial Re1a

tions, University of Michigan 

DiscwsUm l..e6&rrs: 
M. R. ZEwu, Personnel Manager, Edison General Electric Ap

pliance Company 
MOIlIIlS GIlEENBEIlG, Vice-President, Hart, Schaffner, and Man 

RGUND TABLE ''D''-Law Court (First Floor, Law Building) 
DISCOSSION TOPIC: "Health Problems in Industry" 
~ J. H. CBIvus, M.D., Medical Director, CraDe Company 

DisttwioIJ l..e6&rrs: 
CLAu: D. BIUDGES, Director of Workmen's Compensation ComInitlee 

of DliDoia Manufac:tulels' Association 
VGLNEY S. CHENEY, M.D., Medical Director, Armour and Company 

ROUND TABLE "E"-Haskell Hall, Room roB (Fint Floor) 

DISCOSSION TOPIC: "Employee ~tatioD and 
IncIepeDdeDt Unioas" 

C...u-. .. ALaEll't s. REGULA, Industrial Relations Connri>n, Inc. 
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Discussion LMJer: 
R. W. STONE, Associate Professor of Industrial Relations, School of 

Business, University of Chicago 

ROUND TABLE "F"-Rosenwald Hall, Room 27 
DISCUSSION TOPIC: "Techniques of Selection and Training" 

Chairman: MRs. Rm:UA PEAll.CE, Director of Employee Testing, 
MarshaJl Field and Company 

Discussion LMJers: 
W. J. DICJ<SON, Director of Personnel Research, Western Electric 

Company . 

L. J. Scm.oElIB, Director of Occupational Surveya, Board of Educa
tion, Chicago 

ROUND TABLE "G"-Eckhart Hall, Room 206 
DISCUSSION TOPIC: "Employee Records and Employment 

Control in Relation to Recent Legislation" 
Chairman: C. E. P All.XER, Supervisor of Employment, Public Service 

Company of Northern Dlinois 

Discussion LMJer: 
W. S. Asuw, Director, Social Security Division, Swift and Company 

4:30P.II:. 

7:45 P.II:. 

TOUII.S TO POINTS OJ! INTEII.EST ON l1NIVEII.SITY CAJ<Pt1S 

Leaving from First noor of Haskell Hall 

DINNER 

Hutchinson Collee Shop, the University of Chicago 

Chairman: G. W. ADlUANSON, Vice-President, Industrial 
Relations Association of Chicago, and Director of 

Industrial Relations, Commonwealth Edison Company 

Music by the University of Chicago Midway Singers 

EVENING SESSION 

Mandel Hall, the University of Chicago 

Chairman: W. H. SPENCEll, Dean, School of Business 
University of Chicago 

Addr .. " "Business as a Social Institution"-T. N. WHITEHEAD, 
Professor of Industrial Psychology, Graduate School of Businesa, 

Harvard University 

[ .. ...,.",] IN U;5A 
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Business Research • • • 
published quarterly in the 

JOURNAL OF BUSINESS 
of the University of Chicago 

Unlike other periodicals in the field it is not concerned primarily with reporting 
the facts of business conditions; it s.eks to explain those facts, to provide those . 
men who desire practical, long.range views of their field with an intelligent organ 
of business research. It is edited by Edward A. Duddy and Martin J- Freeman. 

Articles deal with problems of economics, finance, risk and risk-bearing, market
ing, advertising, business psychology, manufacturing, transportation and com
munication, technology, and the public relations of business. 

"Studies in 
Business Administration" 

These monographs in business administration are published as BIlpple
ments to the J I1WfIJJl about four times a year and are mailed free, as issued, 
to subscn'bers. They represent comprehensive and original studies by stali 
memhers of the School of Business of the University of Chicago. A list of 
titles appears on the inside front cover. 

"The News-Bulletin" 
"rlw N ... ·BtIIkti .... of the School of Busin ... of the University of Chi

cago provides a medium for brief reports on research projects not yet c0m

pleted, or not •• tensive enough to justify treatment in an article in the J ow
fOal of B...n..u., or as one of the SltIdia monographs. Material for the N_ 
B..J/dilJ grows out of the work of faculty members, graduate atudents, and 
honors students of the School Copies are mailed free to JI1WfIJJl BIlbsaiben. 
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